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WINE FAQ
What is wine?
Wine is the fermented juice of grapes. Yeast feed on the sugar in the grape juice producing alcohol, heat
and carbon dioxide. In addition a complex set of flavors develop in the wine.
What kinds of grapes are used to make wine?
Most fine wine are made from the species of grape known as Vitis Vinifera. This species is indigenous to,
and the only grape species found in Europe. There are many dozens of varieties of Vitis Vinifera used to
make wine. Conversely, there are several grape species native to North America, unfortunately none of
them has become as popular as the European Vitis Vinifera for making wine.
I've heard that all grapes are grown on American vines?
In the 1800's a root louse native to North America was transported to Europe and subsequently destroyed
many of the European vineyards. The only remedy was found to be grafting the European grape varieties
onto the roots of North American vine species as they had developed a natural resistance to the root louse.
Since then all Vitis Vinifera vines are usually planted on grafted roots.
Where is wine made?
Due to the limitations of the grape vine, which require a mild winter, warm dry summer, cool evenings and
a dry autumn, there are limits to where good wine can be made. Europe, the Western Coasts of the
Americas, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand produce the vast majority of fine wines in the world.
Just as important as climate are the cultural traditions which are present in these areas.
How are wines named?
Wines can be named after the grapes that make them (Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon) a village or area
where they are grown: (Gevrey-Chambertin, Rioja, Soave), fanciful names (Lacryma Christi) or
proprietary/brand names (Opus One, Dom Perignon, Grange). Knowing the primary grapes that make
wine assist in identifying varietal labeling while recognizing the major wine growing regions of the world
will assist in recognizing those labels. Proprietary labeling can only be known by becoming familiar with
the myriad of wines available.
What is Barrel Fermentation?
Barrel fermentation occurs when the grape juice is converted into wine within a small (50-55gal) wooden
barrel as opposed to within a large tank whether it is made of stainless steel, wood, concrete or other
substance. Some winemakers use a combination of both methods.
What is Malo-Lactic Fermentation?
This is the process of converting some of the high acids (Malic) into low acids (Lactic). This process can
happen naturally or the winemaker can induce this secondary fermentation after the primary fermentation
(conversion of sugar into alcohol). This procedure produces a wine that is less tart, and displays a distinct
creamy or buttery texture.
What are lees?
Once the wines have finished fermentation, the dead yeast. By aging the wine with the lees a more
complex wine is produced.
Is where the grapes are grown really that big of a deal?
Where the grapes are grown, known as APPELLATION, is very important. Actually, there are five important
basic factors in winemaking;
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Geographic appellation
Soil
Weather
The grapes, and
Vinification, or the actual winemaking process.

When is harvest?
Harvest usually happens when the grapes reach a certain sugar-acid ratio. The winemaker checks the
BRIX, the measure of sugar in the grapes, and when it reaches the desired level, the grapes are harvested.
This generally happens during the months of September or October, based on appellation, weather and
artistic style of the winemaker.
What makes red wine?
The inside of every grape is largely clear. To make a red wine, the juice squeezed from the grapes must
stay in contact with the skins for a period of time to color the juice. To make white wine, the winemaker
does just the opposite, removes the juice from the skin immediately. To make a blush wine, the
winemaker allows contact for only a short period of time, usually hours.
What is Tannin?
Tannin is natural compound found in red wines which results from the skins, stems and wood barrels in
which certain wines are aged. It acts as a natural preservative, and without it certain wines could not be
aged. It contributes to the astringent character in red wines.
What is a vintage wine?
The year in which the grapes were harvested. In order for a wine to be vintage dated (i.e. 1990), 95% of
what wine had to come form that particular year.
Can a blend of two or more grapes like cabernet sauvignon, merlot and cabernet franc still be
called a merlot?
Yes, depending on the percentages. To be called a merlot on the label, 75% of the grapes used to make
the wine must be merlot grapes. The winemaker can blend other grapes into the remaining 25% to bring
out certain aspects he wishes to showcase. This is the art of winemaking.
What is meritage?
Meritage is red and white wines made in America from a blend of classic Bordeaux wine grape varieties.
For red wines, the grape varieties include cabernet sauvignon, merlot, cabernet franc, petite verdot and
malbec. For whites wines, the varieties include sauvignon blanc, semillon, muscadelle and sauvignon
musque.
Why are barrels so important to winemaking?
Barrels impart color and flavor to winemaking. In addition to providing the “oaky” taste common in many
wines, the wood allows for a very slight oxidation and evaporation providing greater depth of flavor. In
addition the smaller vessels changes the way the wine ferments and ages.
Why are some wineries using plastic corks?
New synthetic corks have begun to replace natural cork at many wineries due to continued problems with
natural cork. Industry experts estimate from 1-5% of all natural corks develop a chemical compound
responsible for the distinct and off aroma referred to as “corky”. This makes the wine smell and taste
similar to wet cardboard. The synthetic corks are made of thermoplastic resin the same compound used in
artificial heart valves. These corks impart no taste as well as providing an airtight seal on the bottle.
Although not all wineries will convert to synthetic corks, it is a safe bet that they will become more
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common.
Why do wineries put sulfites in their wines?
Sulphur Dioxide is a common disinfectant and anti-oxidant used in most wineries. When grapes arrive at
the winery they may be sprayed with a solution of sulfur, this prevents browning and pre-mature
oxidation. Most wineries use sulfur solutions to clean their barrels and tanks prior to fermentation or
aging, this prevents unwanted bacterial infections to mar the wines. Other wineries may add a bit of sulfur
at bottling to preserve the freshness of the wine. Although these uses of sulfur are not noticeable and
harmless to the vast majority of people there is a small percentage of people who may have a severe
allergy to minute amounts of sulfur. Since this condition can be life threatening all wines sold in the United
States must have the wording “Contains Sulfites” on their labels if the amount of Sulphur Dioxide exceeds
certain minimums.
What are the crystals in the bottom of the wine bottle?
Wines may exhibit two different types of sediment. The first type of sediment are salts of tartaric acid
(potassium tartrate or calcium tartrate). These are common sediments that may look like sugar crystals or
glass shards in the bottom of the bottle. They are harmless and are formed by the combination of
potassium or calcium with tartaric acid. Most wineries will put their wines through a process called cold
stabilization wherein the wine is chilled to 28º F for five days in a large tank. The chilling causes the
crystals to form in the tank and the wine is then bottled leaving the crystals behind in the tank. Some
winemakers feel that this process affects the tast of the wine and do not perform it, consequently it may
show up in your bottle at home, particularly when chill it. The second type of sediment occurs in older red
wines as a result of the oxidation and polymerization of tannins. These sediments should be removed from
the wine prior to service by decanting. The decanting must be done carefully and gently as these
sediments are so fine that they cannot be filtered out of the wine. If the bottle is juggled or handled
roughly the sediment can be stirred up and require 12 or more hours to settle.
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HOW IS WINE MADE?
Red wines
1. Harvest – Grapes are picked at optimum maturity with regards to sugar and acid levels as well as
taste.
2. Stemmer/Crusher – Grapes go through a machine which gently crushes the berries after the stems
have been removed.
3. Fermentation – The must (juice, skins, seeds and pulp) is pumped to fermentation vats and
inoculated with yeast. The yeast feeds on the sugar releasing heat, carbon dioxide and alcohol.
Modern fermentation tanks control the temperature, thus the rate of fermentation.
4. Punching Down or Pumping Over – During fermentation the mass of skins rises to the top of the
vat resulting in a cap. In order to extract greater color, flavor and tannin the cap is pushed down
into the juice or the juice is pumped to the top of the vat to filter back through the cap.
5. Pressing – Once the primary fermentation is complete the wine is put into barrels while the cap is
put into a wine press to extract all the wine.
6. Secondary Fermentation and Barrel Ageing – Some wines undergo a secondary fermentation (malolactic) to soften the wine. The wines are aged in oak barrels to add flavor and softness to the
wine. Wines may age for six months to five years in barrels.
7. Racking and Fining –As the residue of fermentation sinks to the bottom of the barrel the wines are
transferred into clean barrels to promote clarity. Special fining agents (egg whites, bentonite) may
be added to the wine to assist in clarifying the wine.
8. Bottling and additional ageing - After the wines are bottled the producer usually elects to hold the
wines for an additional period before releasing them for sale.
White Wines
1. Harvest – Grapes are picked at optimum maturity with regards to sugar and acid levels as well as
taste.
2. Stemmer/Crusher – Grapes go through a machine which gently crushes the berries after the stems
have been removed. Many producers skip this step and proceed directly to:
3. Pressing – Pressing without de-stemming or crushing first can produce a softer less astringent
white wine.
4. Fermentation - White wines can be fermented in vats or barrels depending on the winemaker’s
style. Temperature controlled vats produce wines with forward fruity flavors, while small oak barrel
fermentation produces wines of complexity. The age, construction technique and source wood of
the barrels all contribute to differences in the resulting wine.
5. Secondary Fermentation and Barrel Aging – Malo-lactic fermentation if very common for barrel
aged whites. The aging of white wines in barrel is generally less than that of red wines (six to
eighteen months).
6. Racking and Fining –
7. Bottling and additional aging -
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WINE AND HEALTH
Wine has long been a part of a healthy diet in Europe at the same time that it was considered only to have
negative effects in the US. The American view was irretrievably changed when the TV news show 60
Minutes aired a segment entitled “The French Paradox” which demonstrated a lower rates of heart disease
in the French who had a diet hgh in saturated fats versus Americans that did not consume wine.
Many studies have demonstrated that moderate consumption of alcohol is associated with longer and
healthier lives than that of either abstainers from alcohol or heavy usage. Many of the associated health
benefits are derived directly from alcohol, while other benefits are associated with wine specifically. Due to
the alcohol and high acidity wine wine inhibits the growth of most of the microorganisms that are the
cause of disease. And, of course, alcohol is a natural tranquilizer that can reduce tension and relieve
anxiety.
Appetite stimulation and Wine as a digestive aid
Wine has been recommended as an appetite stimulant and also works as a digestive aid. Studies are
ongoing to determine the anitbacterial effects of wine and alcohol, but from a historical perspective wine
was considered safer than many local water sources.
Wine and Coronay health
Antioxidants in wine aid in reducing the oxidation of LDL (the bad cholesterol), the most dangerous form.
The antinflammatory effects fo wine may help to reduce blood clotting and relax blood vessels which can
reduce the danger of heart attacks and strokes. And a recent European study showed that moderate
alcohol consumption boosted the levels of omega-3 fatty acids.
Wine and cancer prevention
The polyphenols that come from red grape skins have demonstrated antioxidant qualities that help protect
cells from damage by free radicals. The damage that is caused by free radicals has been implicated in the
development of cancer. One polyphenol called reverastrol has demonstrated an ability to reduce tumor
incidence in animal studies and inhibit the growth of cancer cells in cultures. Studies involving humans are
in their early stages.
Wine and Alzheimer’s Disease
A new study shows evidence that moderate consumption of wine may help reduce the risk for Alzheimer’s
disease.
"This study supports epidemiological evidence indicating that moderate wine consumption, . . . ., may
help reduce the relative risk for AD [Alzheimer's disease] clinical dementia," write Giulio Maria Pasinetti
and Jun Wang of the Mount Sinai School of Medicine.
Of course there are many cautions that must be considered with wine, not the least of which is
overindulgence. The documented problems of excessive alcohol consumption are well documented. In
addition there has been a great deal of concern with high levels of alcohol consumption and
acetominaphine use, which may cause liver damage. American labels require warning labels regarding
sulfites in wine and a general health warning on the labels, particularly as regards pregnancy.
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TASTING TERMS
When talking about wine it is important that a common vocabulary be used. The following are generally
accepted terms when talking about wine.
SIGHT
COLOR: Red Wines: Purple, Ruby, Garnet, Cherry, Red, Brick, Amber
White Wines: Pale, Straw, Green, Yellow, Gold, Brown
CLARITY: Cloudy, Dull, Clear, Bright
AROMAS:
Floral: Rose, Geranium, Violet, Jasmine, Lilac, Honeysuckle
Spicy: Cinnamon, Clove, Pepper, Mint, Nutmeg, Anise, Ginger
Herbal: Chamomile, Tea, Mint, Eucalyptus
Citrus: Grapefruit, Lemon, Orange Peel
Berry: Blackberry, Raspberry, Strawberry, Cassis, Currant, Cranberry
Tree Fruit: Cherry, Apricot, Peach, Pear, Apple, Plum
Tropical Fruit: Pineapple, Melon, Banana
Dried Fruit: Raisin, Prune, Fig
Earthy: Mushroom
Woody: Oak, Cedar, Pine, Vanilla, Phenol, Resin
Yeasty: Flor, Yeasty, Leesy
Vegetative: Stemmy, Cut grass, Pepper, Bellpepper, Hay, Green olive, Herbaceous, Tobacco, Wet
Straw, Asparagus
Smoke: Creme Brulee, Toast, Leather, Coffee, Lead Pencil
Barnyard: Gamey, Beef, Truffle, Tar, Manure
Nutty: Roasted Hazelnut, Almond
Mineral: Flinty, Steely, Stony, Chalky
Other: Caramel, Molasses, Chocolate, Honey, Soapy, Creamy, Buttery, Butterscotch, Petrol
TASTES:
Sweetness: Honeyed, Sweet, Semisweet, Off-Dry, Semidry, Dry, Austere
Acidity: Sour, Tart, Green, Crisp, Balanced, Flabby, Flat, Cloying
Character: Simple, Complex, Deep
Body: Thin, Light, Medium, Full, Rich, Fat
Texture: Spritz, Foamy, Sparkling, Silky, Creamy, Unctuous, Oily, Dense, Jammy, Concentrated,
Ripe, Hot
Tannin: Smooth, Soft, Balanced, Hard, Puckery (Astringent), Harsh
AFTERTASTE:
Length: Short, Medium, Long, Lingering,
Type: Tart, Crisp, Soft, Bitter
OTHER:
Big, Bold, Fleshy, Mature, Coarse, Delicate, Fine, Lean, Closed, Clean, Fresh, Dull, Papery, Robust
Negative: Sulfur, Vinegar, Cooked, Oxidized, Corked
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TASTING WINE
When we talk about wine tasting there are several types of wine tastings
depending on the reason for the tasting. The simplest and most understood is
a hedonistic wine tasting for simply is tasting a wine a with regards to how
much one likes or dislikes the wine.

Types of Wine
Tasting
Hedonistic
Restaurant
Analytical
Evaluative
Deductive

A host of a party uses the Restaurant Ritual to determine if a wine is sound or
faulty.. A wine with a noticeable fault is to be returned. The most common
faults are:
Corkiness – caused by a bad cork, the wine smells musty, like wet
cardboard
Oxidation – caused by air contact to the wine, the color turns darker and the wine has a nutty aroma.
Excess Aecetic Acid Madeirization – caused by improper storage, if the wine is in an area that is very warm for a long
period of time. The color turns very dark and the wine has a cooked or prune-like smell.
Sulphur – not very common nowadays, the wine smells of rotten eggs.
Brettomycese Used by very experienced tasters the deductive tasting uses an extraordinary wine knowledge and
extensive taste memory to identify a wines label or origin by its taste alone. A properly trained a taster
may be able to identify the grape variety, region of origin, specific appellation, vintage, and even the
producer. This typically requires years of tasting and studying.
The evaluative tasting is used by periodicals to give a quality rating to its readers. This is to assist the
readers in their purchases.
Analytical wine tasting is used to describe how a wine tastes and is most useful for making tasting notes or
represent the taste of a wine to another person. When tasting wine four of the five senses are used. It is
important to first look at the wine for color & clarity, smell the wine for aromas, and taste the wine for
flavor and texture. When describing a wine for guests the simplest manner is the talk about the aroma,
body, dryness, relative acidity, texture and aftertaste. A wine may be light, dry, crisp with an appley
aroma and a medium finish.
COLOR
Color in white wines range from a pale almost clear color through various shades of yellow and finally
reaching gold, amber and even brownish. Lighter color indicates cooler growing climates or younger
wines. While darker shades of yellow colors indicate warmer growing regions, older wines and even the
presence of oak aging. White wines with brownish tinges indicate a faulty wine and are usually the result
of oxidation or madeirization.
Red wines range from purple to hues of red and proceeding on to orange and brownish colors. Purple
indicates very young wines while cherry, red and brownish colors indicate proceeding older wines. Red
wines usually have several hues throughout, and the rim color is especially important. The edge or rim is
the first to change color with brown or orange colors appearing in wines which have experienced longer
barrel aging. Unlike white wines the appearance of brownish tinges in red wines does not necessarily
indicate a faulty wine. Very old reds will often display brown edges as a normal process of aging.
CLARITY
Clarity in wine is the result of modern winemaking technology. In many cases it is purely an aesthetic
quality. Any white wine displaying excessive cloudiness can be considered faulty. Some white wines will
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show sediments, crystals actually, at the bottom of the bottle or on the cork. The are commonly
precipitates of tartaric acid. Sediments in red wine are the result of the oxidation of tannins and have a
negative effect on taste, and wines displaying them are normally decanted prior to serving.
AROMA
The smell or aroma of a wine is the one of the most important factors in considering a wines quality. Wine
has several hundred organic compounds, many of which are shared with other fruits, vegetables and other
common items. This gives rise to an incredible richness of variety and complexity in the aroma of wines.
In addition to the type of aroma it is important to note it’s intensity, a major quality factor.
TASTE
Taste is actually limited Sweet, Sour, Salt and Bitter, with saltiness rarely appearing in wine. Sweetness
refers to the amount of residual sugar in wine, while acidity refers to the levels of acids in wine. Lower
levels of acidity tend to enhance the impression of sweetness, while high levels of acidity balance and
mask the taste of sugar. Alcohol can also enhance apparent sweetness. Wines that have no residual
sugar or at a level below the threshold of detection are said to be “dry”. Many inexperienced drinkers may
confuse dryness with bitterness, which is actually tasted at the back of the tongue.
TEXTURE

Texture refers to the feel of the wine in the mouth. The primary factors affecting the body of a wine are
Alcohol and Sugar which both increase the body or weight. Oak barrel aging can also contribute to
increased body. Texture can also be affected by minute quantities of special compounds like glycerin or
dissolved carbon dioxide in the wine. Tannin in wine contributes the puckery, astringent feel prevalent in
many young red wines. It softens as a wine ages and comes primarily from the skins of the grapes with a
small amount as a result of new barrel aging.
AFTERTASTE
Other than aroma the aftertaste or finish of a wine is the most telltale sign of quality. After swallowing
note the length of time it takes for the wine flavors to begin to dissipate. Top quality wines will last for
several (9 or more) seconds before any lessening of flavor is evident. Also note the character of the
aftertaste or finish. Is it smooth, crisp, clean or does it develop awkward flavors or aromas? Often high
alcohol wines can leave an impression of heat at the end of the taste.
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THE MOST COMMON FINE WINE GRAPE VARIETIES
WHITE WINES
Chardonnay - Mention of the Chardonnay grape had been dated back to A.D. 1200, although it is thought
to have been grown and harvested in Europe long before that. Chardonnay is “THE” white grape in the
French regions of Burgundy and Champagne, producing a dry, firm, full bodied wine, rich in complexity
and character. Chardonnay in both France and America is made in a variety of styles. When grown and
vinted in the finest areas the wines benefit from fermentation and aging in small oak barrels, lending more
depth of flavor and an increased ability to age in bottle. Flavor characteristics range from apple and pear
for the lighter wines to descriptions of buttery and tropical fruit aromas for the fuller versions. The classic
Chablis style-steely, lean and acidic is encountered in eastern states and Oregon more often than in
California. But, rich textured Chardonnay with mouth-filling flavors and intense aromas are something like
the great Burgundies of the Montrachet vineyards, and is a more common style in California. Most
American Chardonnay’s of all types are usually richer and less acidic that their French counterparts.
Chardonnay widely planted in California in the 1800’s but was not until the early 1960’s that the grape and
wine gained its present popularity. California has become a second home for Chardonnay, there are over
24,000 acres planted, half of which are in Sonoma and Napa counties. Chardonnay is called by other
names in different parts of the world, Pinot Chardonnay, Pinot Blanc Chardonnay, Melon Blanc (Chablis),
White Pinot (Austria).
Riesling - The primary German grape variety, Riesling produces wines which are a balance between
sweetness and acidity with a flowery aroma. Also produced in Alsace in a dry and earthy style and labeled
with the name of the variety. American Rieslings range from dry to very sweet, but all have the same
distinctive aroma. The range of aromas from citrus and green apples with mineral and petrol notes to
tropical fruit, with flavors ranging from austerely dry to simple and sweet to rich and intense sweet wines.
Many Rieslings are consumed young and can be refreshing, however, due to its acidity and sometimes
high sweetness levels, Riesling has an unparalleled capacity for aging. There are numerous other grape
varieties that use Riesling in their name but the White Riesling is the true name. Some of the greatest
Rieslings made are the late harvest sweet dessert wines that are made from grapes infected with the
‘noble rot’, botytris cinera. These wines can achieve stunning richness and depth of flavor and can be
amongst the rarest , expensive and most sought after wines in the world. Off dry and slightly sweet styles
pair readily with spicy foods and Asian cuisines, the sweetness balancing the spiciness.
Sauvignon Blanc - The Sauvignon blanc grape originated in France and is the dominant wine grape of
the upper Loire and the Bordeaux wine growing regions. Along the northeast Loire if forms the base for
the wines of Sancerre and Pouilly-Fume and farther south in Bordeaux it is the main grape for the white
Bordeaux of Entre-Deux-Mers and Graves. In Sauternes it is left to hang on the vine till overripe and
infected with the Botrytis Cinera mold and blended with Semillon to provide some of the most famous
dessert wines. The main characteristics of sauvignon blanc is a pronounced “grassy” varietal character
described as green olive or cut grass, this is similar to the aroma of cabernet sauvignon (the sauvignon
modifier relates to the root “sauvage” – wild or gamey) and can be quite intense of the grape is grown in
cool areas. Sauvignon Blanc does best in areas with some heat like Sonoma County or the northern end of
the Napa Valley. In California two main styles have emerged over the last decade: Sauvignon blanc which
tends to emphasize the fresh and fruity character of the grape and fume blanc where the varietal character
is a balanced by the influence of oak aging, usually from European oak barrels. Robert Mondavi is credited
with the creation of the fume blanc style and has done much to establish the wine as a close second to
Chardonnay as California’s best and most popular white wine.
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Arneis – Grown almost exclusively in the Piedmont region of Italy, Arneis makes a light aromatic white
wine with aromas of pears or peaches. Until the 1950’s this grape was grown at the end of rows of
Nebbiolo, it’s early ripening and sweetness attracted the birds and bees, thereby saving the more valuable
Nebbiolo. It means “little rascal” in the local dialect. There are some plantings in cooler sites in California
and Oregon.
Albarino – A dry white wine, originally form Northwest Spain, the Galicia region, where it produces the
wine of Rias Baixas. These aromatic wines are hgh in acid with aromas of peach, apple or almond and
citrus. They are made for young consumption. In Portugal the grape is known as Alvarinho. There are
limited plantings of the vine outside of the Iberian peninsula, with some acreage in California and some in
Australia.
Chenin Blanc - In the Loire valley of France, Chenin Blanc is used to make the appealing Vouvray. Light
and semi-sweet to sweet wines with crisp acidity make them a refreshing aperitif or afternoon sipper. For
years Chenin Blanc was the backbone of many American jug white wines.
Gewürztraminer - In German "Gewurz" means spicy. This white wine grape has one of the most
distinctive aromas of any wine. Variously described as spicy or leechee nut it is the wine is produced is
Germany, France and the United States. The best known examples are from France's Alsace where it is
vinified dry. The wines distinctive and aromatic nose and low acidity make a great match with spicy foods.
Gruner Veltliner – Austria’s most widely planted grape variety accounts for 37 percent of its vineyards.
Most of the wines are simple everyday with little character, however, by restricting yields and planting in
favorable sites that ripen the grapes it produces a wine with great depth of flavor and distinctiveness. It is
typically a dry white with a firm texture. Mineral and white pepper are the most commonly associated
aromas and it is one of the most versatile wines to pair with food. It’s high acidity gives it the capability of
long bottle aging.
Pinot Blanc – The Pinot Blanc is a mutation of Pinot Gris which is a mutation of Pinot noir. It leaf shape is
so similar to Chardonnay that it was often confused with it and plantings were intermingled. The aromas
and flavor are neutral with hints of apple and almond and the wine is fairly high in acid. It is planted in
Burgundy, Alsace, Germany, Italy and Eastern Europe. It’s neutrality makes it a popular blending grape.
Pinot Gris - Originally from the Alsace region in France and the grape variety used in Northern Italy's
Pinot Grigio. Pinot Gris and Pinot Grigio are the same grape, Grigio is grey in Italian and Gris is grey in
French. Depending on growing conditions it can produce a light, dry crisp white with neutral flavors.
Warmer regions such as Alsace develop a richness in texture with peach, apple and pear aromas. In
Oregon Pinot Gris produces a light to medium bodied dry white wine with refreshing crispness and hints of
overripe pear flavors. There are also late harvest styles in Germany and Alsace.
Torrontes – A specialty of Argentina, research has shown the Torrontes to be a cross between the
common Criolla or Mission variety and Muscat of Alexandria. Grown in high altitudes it produces an
aromatic white wine with crisp clean flavors and floral notes.
Viognier – Once limited to the Rhone Valley, Viognier has become an alternative to Chardonnay for those
seeking full bodied white wines. This shy yielding grape requires a long growing season to devlop its
flavors fully. It has rich aromas of peach, dried apricots, and honeysuckle. Most of the plantings are in
Southern France with California a distant second.
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RED WINES
Cabernet Sauvignon - Premium red grape variety, one of the most important of several grape varieties
used in blends to make the fine red wines of Bordeaux and especially those of Medoc and Graves. Though
it ripens relatively late and its yield is small, the wine that it gives has a great deal of strength and
character. When it is young, wine made from the cabernet sauvignon has considerable tannin and
astringency, and usually requires some aging in cask and in bottle. Depending on the vintage, good
cabernet sauvignon can mature for decades. Although cabernet sauvignon is not planted extensively in
France outside the Bordeaux region, it had found a home in California where it is generally considered to
make the best red wine in the state. A classic cabernet sauvignon wine exhibits delicious fruit in its youth
along with very hard tannins. Because of its small berry size and thick skin the wine can be tannic and
hard when young but with proper maturing it can develop a unparalleled softness and depth of flavor. As
the wine develops, the fruit recedes, and the tannins soften. In departure form Bordeaux practice,
American winemakers have usually made wine from 100% cabernet sauvignon grapes. In the climate of
California, where cabernet can get very ripe, this has led to a perception of them as particularly hard,
“monster” wines. Lately, the Bordeaux influence has grown; more merlot and cabernet franc are being
blended into American cabernet in an effort to soften the wine and add their complexity. Several other
regions and countries have recently demonstrated their abilities with this grape in their own style, such as
Washington, Australia and South America. Cabernet sauvignon has a very pronounced varietal character,
one that has been liked to cedar, mint, eucalyptus, tobacco, “cigar box’ or even green peppers. The
aroma will change with the area in which the grape is grown, but the cabernet character is unmistakable.
Pinot Noir - This is the great grape of France’s Burgundy region and responsible for some of the greatest
red wines of the world. The vineyards of Cote d’Or section of Burgundy produce wines of tremendous
intensity and complexity from this grape and set a standard for the world. In California the “Great Pinot
Noir” has become a kind of “Holy Grail” and elusive goal that many of the state’s finest winemakers have
pushed for some years. One of the reasons for the elusive quality of the great pinot noir is the grape
itself. It is very temperamental, both as to growing conditions and winemaking. It is subject to
fluctuations of temperature, climate and soil more than almost any other grape and the location and clone
(or type) of pinot noir planted do much to determine the resulting wine. Most winemakers agree that the
grape likes cool weather and have pinpointed regions like the Carneros in the south end of the Napa Valley
and the Salinas valley of Monterey County as prime pinot noir locations. Other areas along the south coast
are seen to be excellent for this variety including Santa Maria, the Santa Inez and the Edna valleys
between San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara. The wine tends to be light in color in California and one of
the tasks of the winemaker is to produce a deeply colored wine. The problem here however is the trade-off
between power (and color) and delicacy. The best pinot noirs have a combination of good color and depth
of flavor along with a lovely elegance that is unforgettable.Oregon has also emerged as one of the sites
where pinot noir produces a world-class wine. The varietal aroma reminds many of black cherries with
undertones of mushrooms or truffles.
Syrah – Best known for producing the red wines of the Rhone Valley such as Hermitage and Cote Rotie,
Syrah is also the workhouse for the Australian wine industry where it produces some of the best of “down
under”. The grape has seen increased plantings in California as the quest for identifying the best grape
variety for each vineyard continues. The wines produced are full-bodied and aromatic with a marked nose
of black pepper. It can yield wines of great depth and structure, suitable for long bottle aging. Although
sometimes confused with Petite Syrah they are different grape varieties.
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Barbera – The second most widely planted grape variety in Italy is the fifth most widely planted grape in
California where it provides the base of many generic red wines. An easy to grow grape, Barbera can have
high yields, good color without harsh tannins and maintains its acidity in warm climates. Many of the
wines are neutral, simple and pleasantly fruity but can exhibit greater depth of flavor with restricted yields
and oak barrel aging.
Gamay – The primary grape of Beaujolais the Gamay noir a jus blanc produces a light , fruity easy to
drink red wine. It is particularly suited to carbonic maceration or whole berry fermentation which
accentuates its cherry/ strawberry flavors. Most of the plantings are in France with a small amount in
California and Oregon. It is well suited to granite soils.
Grenache – Widely planted around the world, Grenache is the backbone for many of Spain and Southern
France’s red and rose wines, in particular, Chateauneuf du Pape. The wine is high yielding and does well
in arid climates. It produces wines low in color and oxidizes easily, so when not blended it is usually a
light, fruity red wine. More often than not it is blended whith other grape varieites, notably Syrah.
Malbec – One of the traditional Bordeaux varieties, Malbec has found a second home in Argentina, where
it is bottled on its own. It makes a full bodied, spicy red with cherry, currant and blackberry flavors and a
softer, more lush texture than in France.
Merlot – A close relative of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot is one of the primary blending grapes used in
Bordeaux wines. The wines St. Emilion and Pomeral are comprised primarily of Merlot and reflect the
softness and fruitiness for which the wine is known. Currently very popular in the United States as a
varietal labeled wine it is often produced in a lighter style, although it has the capacity to be made into a
full-bodied, intense and tannic wine as well.
Nebbiolo – Considered the finest grape of Italy, the Nebbiolo is produced almost exclusively in the
Northwest corner of Italy in the Piemonte region. There it makes the world-famous wines of Barolo and
Barbaresco as well as a number of fine if not equal wines such as Gattinara and Ghemme. With a
characteristic nose of tar, violets combined with cherry and blackberry aromas the wines are unique and
have an enormous capacity for ageing, many of them never shedding their austere tannins completely.
Sangiovese – The backbone of Chianti, it is now being planted in the New World to determine its
suitability to California. Sangiovese is also the grape of Brunello di Monatalcino and Vino Nobile di
Montelpuciano. The wines generally will display cherry or plum aromas with overtones of leather and a
distinctive dry texture that allows it to age well.
Tempranillo – Spain’s greates red grape is the primary grape of Rioja and other Spanish reds such as the
wines of Ribera del Duero well as Port. Typically light in body and color the wine displays aromas of
berries and leather. It’s name comes from the Spanish temprano meaning early, a reference to its early
ripening.
Zinfandel - Zinfandel is California’s own grape. Though its origins are shrouded in controversy, we do
know that the grape has emerged as a major red grape in California wine industry in the late 19th century.
The wine can be made in a variety of styles from white zinfandel (a blanc de noir where the grapes are
pressed immediately) to deep colored, very alcoholic late harvest wines. Zinfandel’s character is very
recognizable – and intense berry like aroma predominates with a brambly of sappy undertone. It is usually
aged in oak and generally requires some bottle age for full development.
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LABELS

NEW WORLD WINE LABEL GUIDE
Country/Regi Grape Variety Vintage Place of Origin
on
USA
75%
95%
US = 100%
State/County = 75%
AVA = 85%,
Specific Vineyard =
95%

California
Oregon

Controlled
words/phrases
Produced by; Made by;
Cellared by; Selected by;
Vinted by; Grown,
Produced and Bottled
by; Estate Bottled

Other Regulations
Required: Brand Name, Class
or Type of Wine, Name and
Address of Bottler, Alcohol
Content, Sulfite & Health
Statements, Net Content, &
Imported by and name of
importer

California = 100%
90%, except Meritage Blends = 75%

Washington

Reserve

Australia

85%

85%

New
Zealand
Chile

75%

75%

75%

75%

75%

Argentina

85%
75%

Wine of Origin

South Africa 75%

Georgraphical Indicaton = 85%

Estate Bottle 75%
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If Sold in US must carry the
same requirements
If Sold in US must carry the
same requirements
If Sold in US must carry the
same requirements
If Sold in US must carry the
same requirements
No Chaptilisation, no yield
limitsIf Sold in US must carry
the same requirements
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EUROPEAN WINE LABEL GUIDE
Country

EU Tier

France

Table Wine

Vin de table
Vine de Pays

Quality Wine Vin delimite qualitie
superieur (VDQS)
Appellation d'originie
controlee (AOC or AC)
Italy

Table Wine

Vino da Tavola (VdT)
Indicazione Geografica
Tipica (IGT)
Quality Wine Denominazione Originie
Controllata (DOC)
Denominazione Originie
Controllata e Guarantia
(DOCG)

Germany Table Wine

Tafelwein
Landwein

Quality Wine Qualitätswein bestimmte
Anbaugebiete (Qba)
Qualitätswein mit Prädikat
(Qmp)
Spain

Table Wine

Vino de la Mesa
Vino de la Tierra

Quality Wine Denominación de Origen
(DO)

Denominación de Origen
Calificada (DOCa)

No vintage date or grape variety allowed, 15% of French
wine
about 25% of French wines, from 140 specified regions,
some winemaking restrictions
Only 1% of wines, prepares producers for AOC
Highest level, accounts for 50% of French Wines, controls;
area of production, grape varieties, min alcohol, max yield,
viticulture and viniculture practices
Cannot list variety, vintage, or geographic indication
Permits variety, vintage, general geographic area on label,
can be very high quality
Controls the growing area, grape varieties, maximum yield,
minimum alcohol content, viticultural practices and
winemaking and aging requirements.
Place of origin is guarranteed, stricter yield limits, longer
minimum aging requirements
Can be from unripe grapes, chaptilization permitted
must have 1/2 % more alcohol, chaptilization permitted, with
tafelwein less than 5% of production
Controls grape varieties, minimum ripeness leves, must
undergo chemical analysis, and be submitted to tasting
panel, chaptilization permitted
Controls grape varieties, minimum ripeness levels, must
undergo chemical analysis, and be submitted to tasting
panel, no chaptilization, ripeness label listed on label
Few restrictions, grapes may come from anywhere in the
country
Light restrictions, grapes must come from one of several
large regions
Must come from strictly delimted growing area and controls,
permitted grape varieties, maximum yield, minimum alcohol
content, viticultural and vinicultural practices (including
aging). Further classified according to aging: Vino Joven,
Crianza, Reserva, Gran Reserva
Only two Rioja and Priorat
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When serving a second bottle of the same wine, always present the host with a fresh glass to taste from.
If the second bottle is of a different wine, fresh glasses are required for all guests.
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SELLING AND RECOMMENDING WINE AT THE TABLE
Use a simple three step process whenever recommending a wine to the guest or when answering a
question about a wine.
1. Tell the guest what the wine tastes like.
2. Tell the guest something about the wine, winery or winemaker.
3. Recommend a food with which the wine pairs well.
Tell the guest what the wine tastes like. Use a simple description when describing the wine. “It is a
light bodied, dry white wine with a aroma of ripe pears and a crisp finish”. Even if you have not tasted
every wine on the wine list and memorized the tasting notes, you can learn to understand the family
resemblences among Chardonnays, Sauvignon Blancs, Rieslings, etc.
Tell the guest something about the wine, winery or winemaker. Making the personal connection
with a winery principal is invaluable. Whenever possible get to know the story behind the winery, maybe
its location or the owners backgound, somethin unique. For those wineries that you may not have any
information provide some general information about the wines from the area. “This wine is from Napa
Valley, considered California’s premier wine growing region.”
Recommend a food with which the wine pairs well. Always follow up with a recommendation from
your menu. Once you review your menu determine the type of wine or one particular wine that will go
with each dish, or you could review each wine type and select a dish to go with each dish.
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WINE & FOOD PAIRING
There is usually too much worry about which wine with food, the simple fact is most wines go well with
most foods. The natural acidity of wines acts as a palate cleanser, allowing the diner to better taste the
food. When considering the wide array of wines, foods, and methods of preparation, combined with the
vagaries of personal taste and individual physiology there are a bewildering array of possible combinations.
In a restaurant setting it is rare that one could find a perfect wine and food match for two, three or more
different dishes that the average table will order. When recommending wines to guests in the restaurants
keep the following guidelines in mind.
Drink what you like – No matter what one may consider the perfect food and wine match, if a guest does
not like full-bodied, dry and tannic red wine it is unlikely they will be happy with a young California
Cabernet with their steak.
When trying to recommend a particular wine and food pairing remember these guidelines:
Match the weight of the wine to the weight of the dish, light-bodied wines with light dishes, full-bodied
wines with rich dishes. If a wine is too light it will not have any effect on cleaning the palate and will
taste thin, if a wine is too heavy it will overpower the food making the dish taste bland.
Sweeter wines with spicy or salty food – The wine does not have to be very sweet just slightly off-dry.
Think of salty foods like bleu cheese. Spicy-hot Asian inspired dishes pair well with Riesling and
Gewurztraminer wines.
Tannin in wine is neutralized by fat – Whenever drinking or tasting an astringent red wine taste a small
amount of food with a high fat content; green olives, roast beef, and note how the wine is softened.
This is the reasoning behind drinking big Cabernets or Zinfandels with steaks.
The vanillan component of an oak-aged white wine marrys well with dishes with a cream sauce. Think
of Pasta Alfredo and a big California styled Chardonnay.
When combining dishes with lemon as the sauce or garnish, consider a high acid white wine. The
acidity in the dish will soften the wine. A low acid white can be overpowered by a very acidic dish
When pairing a dessert wine with the dessert course the wine must be sweeter than the dessert.
Always consider the method of preparation, a roast chicken marrys well with a lean mineraly Sauvignon
Banc, but add a cream or butter sauce to chicken breast and Chardonnay becomes the preferred
partner.
There are some classic food and wine combinations that have stood the test of time:
Champagne and caviar – The natural acidity of the Champagne helps cut through the rich oilyness of
the caviar
Foie gras and Sauternes – The richness of the foie gras demands a rich wine, this is one of those times
when only a rich sweet late-harvest wine will work.
Muscadet or Chablis with oysters – Oyster pair well with many high acid wines, but the classic low
alcohol and tartness of the Muscadet make this match perfiect.
Cabernet Sauvignon and rack of lamb – A rich dish with plenty of marbled fat to neutralize the tannic
nature of Cabernet.
Pinot noir and grilled salmon – This pairing goes against the traditional “white wine with fish, red wine
with meat” saying. The richness of the salmon stands up well to the lighter body and soft tannins of
Pinot noir.
Riesling and Asian inspired dishes – The lightness and spiciness of many asian inspired dishes work
well Riesling as many are light bodied with a touch of sweetness.
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AMERICAN WINES
From the time that Leif Erikson dubbed the North American continent Vineland, America has been recognized as
home to a dizzying array of grape varieties. Unfortunately, for the early American settlers from Europe the
American grape varieties did not produce wines with the taste to which they were accustomed. As more
Europeans made their way to America they brought cuttings from home. These were the grape varieties that
most wine drinkers are familiar with, such as; Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot or Sangiovese. Unlike
the American grape varieties of which there are a dizzying array of species, the European varieties are all from a
single species, Vitis Vinifera. Vitis Vinifera is susceptible to the predations of a root louse called Phylloxera
Vastratix, which is native to North America and will kill a vine in a matter of years. Although a the solution to
the problem is the grafting of Vitis Vinifera onto one of the Native American rootstock, this solution was not
discovered until the late 1900’s. Later other challenges to grape growing followed, such as black rot and
powdery mildew. The early Americans resorted to making grapes from the Native American species as well as
becoming beer and whiskey drinkers. It was not until they began growing grapes in California, where
Phylloxera did not exist that American wines began to be recognized internationally. Current advances in
viticulture have made it possible to grow wines east of the Rockies with more consistent quality. Currently wine
is made in all 50 states of the nation, with California producing 80% of U.S. production. In 1860 Ohio was the
largest producer of wines, boasting 10,000 acres of vines, by 1880 New York had over 12,500 acres. Americans
were beginning to drink wine.
Outside of Washington, Oregon and New York the other states wine industries are limited size and
predominantly locally focused.
Possibly the greatest setback to American wine making was the passage of the Volstead Act in 1919. This
‘exercise in national lunacy’ outlawed the production and public consumption of all beverages containing
alcohol. Millions of Americans ignored or flouted prohibition, but by the time it ended in 1933 the fledging wine
industry had been dealt a crippling blow. The lack of demand, the Depression, and World War I left the
vineyards and wineries in disrepair. Wineries closed down and vineyards were ripped out. It would take more
than thirty years for signs of America’s resurgence in winemaking to appear, and Americans developed a taste
for whiskey.
In the United States, the bureaucracy responsible for overseeing wine regulations is the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms (BATF). There are an enormous number of regulations regarding production and
reporting however, there are a limited number of label regulations that are important to the consumer in
understanding what is in each bottle of wine. The American philosophy is one of minimal interference with the
wine maker but requiring truth in labeling. When listing a grape variety on the label until19** the content
required was 51%, since then it is 85%. There is an exception to this in Oregon where the state law requires a
90% varietal content for all wines except those made from the Bordeaux grape varieties. In the mid 1980’s the
BATF began developing American Viticultural Areas, a system of recognizing and protecting famous wine
producing regions. To date the BATF has recognized *** AVAs. The regulations stipulate the geographical area
only, there are no production or varietal regulations. When listing an AVA or political origin the wine must come
from 85% of the named area or 95% of a named vineyard. In addition there are a full range of regulations
relating to the words “produced by”, “bottled by”, “made by”, “produced and bottled by” and every conceivable
variation. The most important to term to know is “Estate Bottled”. Estate bottled wines are required to own or
control the vineyards, and to be made and bottled in the AVA where the winery is located. In Washington the
term “Reserve” is limited to 10% of a wineries production or 3,000 cases. term. Another common reference is
the term “Meritage”, although not a term regulated by the BATF it is a trademark name by the Meritage society.
Members of the society sign an agreement that if they use the term on the label the wine must be made from
the Bordeaux grape varieties only. Although the term is in common use when referring to these types of wines
very few wineries are actually using the term on the label, most producers are focusing on establishing a
proprietary name recognizable with consumers.
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CALIFORNIA







#1 In US production;
70% of American
85% of US production
Grapes are 3rd in crop size
330,000 a. in crop size
400 million ga. of wine

Grape Varieties:
Red:
Cabernet Sauvignon
Merlot
Pinot Noir
Zinfandel
Syrah
Whites:
Chardonnay
Riesling
Sauvignon Blanc
Gewurztraminer
Chenin Blanc
White Riesling

MENDOCINO COUNTY
(12,000 a.)
Anderson Valley, McDowell Valley, Potter Valley

NAPA COUNTY (30,000 acres)

AMADOR COUNTY (2,000acres)
SONOMA COUNTY
(35,000 a.)
SANTA CLARA &
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

ALAMEDA COUNTY (1,600 acres)
Livermore Valley
SAN BENITO COUNTY (3,500acres)
Mt. Harlan

MONTEREY COUNTY (25,000)
Chalone, Arroyo Seco, Santa
Lucia, San Lucas

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
(190,000)

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY (8,000)
York Mountain, Edna Valley,
Paso Robles, Arroyo Grande

U.S. Laws:
Region of origin mandatory
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY (9,000)
State or County = 75%
Santa Maria Valley, Santa Ynez Valley
AVA = 85%
Vintage = 95%
Grape Variety = 75%;(Oregon=95%)
Vineyard = 95%
Labeling: Predominantly varietal with
vineyard designation & proprietary names
 Estate Bottled
 Meritage (rhymes with heritage)
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CALIFORNIA
California’s introduction to wine occurred in the ***’s with the advent of the Spanish Missions up and down
the California coast. Needing wine for the sacrament the Spanish Missionaries planted grape vines and
made wine. By the 1830’s wine was being produced in the Napa Valley by George Yount and **** had
planted a large vineyard in the area now called Buena Vista. California has a climate perfectly suited to
growing wine grapes. The summers are long and dry with low humidity, winters are mild and there is a
suitable variation in temperatures for a wide variety of wine types. California produces 85% of the wine
made in the United States and is #1 in quality and consumer recognition. The 330,000 acres of vineyards
make grapes the 3rd largest crop in California. Although the predominate wines produced are inexpensive
jug wines, California also boasts some of the world’s finest recognizable vineyards and labels. Viticulture in
California began in the 1830’s and proceeded through a period of boom and bust depending on the
fortunes of the U.S. economy. The gold rush of 1849 provided an important boost to the industry but by
the 1860’s phylloxera invaded California causing widespread damage. By 1919 there were more than 700
wineries in California and the wines were making themselves known internationally by wining awards at
shows and exhibitions. Prohibition put a tremendous damper on the industry with vineyards pulled out
and wineries closing down. After prohibition the depression and the Second World War restricted the
necessary capitol to replant vineyards and invest in new winemaking facilities and equipment. However
after the war interest in wine increased and wineries began increasing productioin. In the 1950’s Hanzell
Vineyards founded by James Zellerbach began producing wines modeled after the small wineries of
Burgundy. The real turn around came in 1966 with the founding of the Robert Mondavi Winery in Napa
Valley, utilizing state of the art technology and the marketing genius of the founder and namesake, the
wines became synonymous with quality.
The University of California at Davis became the center for the study of wine in the U.S. In addition to the
work done on grapevines and winemaking, UC Davis developed a system of defining grape growing areas
based on temperatures. Although very general in nature it was indispensable in assisting grape growers in
deciding which grape varieties to plant. The California grape growing areas were divided into one of five
regions according to average temperature over the growing season. Region I was the coolest zone and
perfect for growing the cool climate varieties of Burgundy (Chardonnay and Pinot Noir). Regions II and III
were suited to the Bordeaux varieties of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc and
Semillon, while the warmer regions IV and V were more suitable for warm climate grape varieties.
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NAPA VALLEY
45,000 acres of vineyards
400 wineries

Howell Mtn.

Calistoga

Diamond Mtn.

Chiles Valley

Spring Mtn.

St. Helena

Rutherford
Oakville

Atlas Peak

Stag’s Leap
Yountville
Oak Knoll
43,000 Acres of vineyards
Over 400 Wineries
Chardonnay – 7,200 acres
Sauvignon Blanc – 2,500
Cabernet Sauvignon - 18,300 acres
Merlot – 6,200
Pinot Noir -

Mt. Veeder
NAPA
Wild Horse Valley
Carneros
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NORTH COAST – NAPA VALLEY
North of San Francisco is a valley the local Waipa indians called “plenty”. Farmers like George Yount
began producing wine in the 1830’s while wealthy industrialists from town used the rural area as a retreat.
The quality of wines from the area were apparent early on and some of America’s first great estates were
started here. Charles Krug winery was founded in 1861 followed thereafter by Gustave Niebaum, who
started his Inglenook winery in 1879, Beaulieu Vineyards was founded in 1900. With nearly 40,000 acres
in vineyards Napa is not one of the larger wine producing counties but it has the biggest reputation. With
over 80% of the land in grapes and over 300 wineries, Napa has established itself as one of the world’s
pre-eminent Cabernet producing regions. With over 80% of the land in vineyards Napa is considered the
Heart of the California wine industry.
The Napa AVA although originally thought of as the valley itself is now defined as any wine grown
practically anywhere within the county. With thirteen AVAs in the valley the range of growing conditions is
diverse. Atlas Peak, Carneros, Chiles Valley, Diamond Mountain, Howell Mountain, Oak Knoll, Mount
Veeder, Oakville, Rutherfod, St. Helena, Spring Mountain, Stag’s Leap, Wild Horse, and Yountville. In the
south the Carneros district is shared with Sonoma County and is considered ideal for Pinot noir and
Chardonnay and recently has been recognized as Merlot country. The benchlands of the valley floor are
home to the earliest recognized quality vineyards and are represented by the AVAs Oakville, Rutherford,
Yountville and Calistoga, while the hillside and mountainous AVAs of Mt. Veeder, Spring Mountain,
Diamond Mountain, Howell Mountain produce more concentrated and dense style wines.
The valley itself is 30 miles long by 4 miles wide and has a range of climates from Region I (similar to
Burgundy) in the south to Region III (similar to the Rhone Valley) in the north. The valley warms the
further north one goes due to the cooling effects of the San Pablo Bay. Soils in the valley are wide ranging
as well, from sedimentary, and clays to well drained soils of volcanic origin, while rainfall varies from a dry
18 inches in Carneros to 50 inches on the eastern edge. Best known for its Cabernets and Chardonnays
Napa produces a full range grape varieties from Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Noir, Merlot, Zinfandel,
Sangiovese and Syrah.
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Sonoma County and its Appellations

Rockpile
Alexander Valley

Knight’s Valley

Chalk Hill

Northern Sonoma

Bennet Valley

Russian River Valley

Sonoma Mountain

Green Valley

Sonoma Valley

Sonoma Coast
Grape Varieties
Chardonnay – 16,000 acres
Sauvignon Blanc – 2,500 acres
Cabernet Sauvignon – 12,000
acres
Pinot Noir – 10,000 acres
Merlot – 7,500 acres
Zinfandel – 6,000 acres
Syrah – 1,820 acres
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NORTH COAST – SONOMA COUNTY
Sonoma County may not have the same recognition among consumers as Napa Valley, but viticulturally speaking it is
just as important. Sonoma vineyards were planted as early as 1812. By the 1920’s there were more than 250 wineries
and 22,000 acres of vineyards. In 1861, it led California in vineyard acreage. Due to the phylloxera epidemic and
prohibition the region experienced a steep decline in planted vineyards until the wine boom of the 1970’s and 1980’s.
Although, the 1960’s brought increased plantings, the area was dominated by jug wine production, with more than
30% of vineyards in zinfandel. By the mid 1950’s, James Zellerbach at Hanzell Vineayrds pioneered the use of oak
aging for chardonnay and the California wine boom was on.

Currently, there are more than 60,000 acres of

grapevines planted and 250 wineries producing wine from the area.
With 13 recognized AVAs, Sonoma County is a much more diverse growing area than Napa.

There are several

distinct valleys and climatically varied areas. The climate varies from the cool Region I to moderately warm Region
III depending on the individual areas and their exposure to the cooling ocean breezes. As expected, the soil types
are varied from sedimentary to alluvial to volcanic in origin, resulting in a wide range of terroir and influences. From
the tiny Rockpile (150 acres) to the 750 square mile Sonoma Coast, there are 13 AVAs in Sonoma County thus;
providing distinctive wine growing areas.. While each sub-region can grow almost any grapes successfully, some
grapes do better in specific areas. Dry Creek produces superior Zinfandel. Alexander Valley is known for Cabernet
and Merlot. The Russian River Valley, Carneros and Sonoma Coast all are successful Chardonnay & Pinot Noir areas.
The mountain AVAs like Chalk Hill and Sonoma Mountain produce low yields of intensely flavored wines and Green
Valley’s cool climate produces exceptional Pinot Noir for sparkling wine and notable Gewurztraminer.
All commercially important grape varieties are grown in the county. Chardonnay is the leading white grape with
16,000 acres planted. Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Blanc, Pinot Grigio and Viognier are all represented here. For red
grapes the most widely planted is Cabernet Sauvignon with 12,000 acres and Pinot Noir at 10,000 acres. Merlot and
Zinfandel have substantial plantings as well.
The following are the established AVA’s in Sonoma County:
Dry Creek: With 5,500 acres of vineyards, this tributary of the Russian River has cool mornings and
specializes in Zinfandel.
Carneros: This cool climate AVA is at the southern end of the county and is located in both Sonoma and Napa
Counties. There are more than 6,200 acres planted on 3-4’ deep, clay & loam deposits. The area focuses on
chardonnays with earthy, apple and pineapple aromas with a crisp lemon character and Pinot Noir with spicy,
cherry flavors.
Chalk Hill: This 1,000 acres area gets its name from the Chalky soil. There is only one producing winery,
eponymously named Chalk Hill Winery.
Green Valley: A cool growing region with Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Gewurztraminer. The area has a
consistent soil profile called Gold Ridge.
Alexander Valley: Out of 75,000 acres, 13,000 are planted. The gravelly well-drained soil produces quality
Cabernets and Merlots.
Russian River Valley: Influenced by the Pacific Ocean’s cooling breezes, the Russian River is arguably
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Sonoma’s best known AVA. It covers 126,000 acres and is one of the largest.
Sonoma Valley: Also called The Valley of the Moon, it was the earliest planted area in Sonoma.
Sonoma Mountain: This 5,000 acre mountainside AVA resides within the Sonoma Valley AVA. It possesses a
distinct soil structure and is best known for its Cabernets.
Knight’s Valley: Planted primarily Cabernet and the rest of the Meritage family. This AVA has soils that are
volcanic in origin. As a result of its isolation from the cooling influences of the ocean, it has a relatively warm
growing season.
Rockpile: One of the smallest and newest appellations, its high altitude and rocky vineyards produce some of
California’s best Zinfandel.
Bennett Valley: Home to Matanaza Creek Winery. The AVA was approved in December 2003.
Northern Sonoma: A large AVA with diverse soils and climates. Used as a catch-all designation for wineries
with scattered vineyard holdings.
Sonoma Coast: A large wine growing area along the Sonoma County coastline whose vineyards share a very
cool and wet growing climate. Perfect for finicky Pinot Noir.
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OREGON

Portland

WALLA WALLA VALLEY
COLUMBIA VALLEY

Lincoln City
Salem

WILLAMETTE VALLEY
Eugene
UMPQUA VALLEY

ROGUE VALLEY
APPLEGATE VALLEY

90% Varietal Requirement
except for Bordeaux varieties=75%
Pinot noir - 4,800 acres
Chardonnay - 1,300 acres
Pinot Gris - 1,400 acres
185 Wineries
10,500 acres of Grapes
4th in U.S. production

AVAS OF OREGON
Willamette Valley
Umpqua Valley
Rogue Valley
Applegate Valley
SUB AVAS OF WILLAMETTE VALLEY
Eola Hills
Yamhill-Carlton District
McMinnville District
Chehelam Mountain
Ribbon Ridge
Dundee Hills
AVAS SHARED WITH WASHINGTON STATE
Columbia Valley
Walla Walla Valley
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OREGON
Although Oregon wines had won international awards as early as the 1890’s, the first post prohibition
winery in Oregon was Richard Sommer’s, Hillcrest Vineyards in Roseburg founded in 1959. However, most
of the credit for founding today’s wine industry goes to David Lett of the The Eyrie Vineyards, first
established in Dundee Oregon in 1966. Lett, a graduate of the University of California at Davis, was
convinced of the potential for Pinot noir in the Willamette Valley. His foresight was was vindicated when
the 1976 Eyrie Vineyards Pinot noir finished second in a blind tasting conducted in Paris France in 1978.
The French winemakers insisted on a recount, which yielded the same results a year later. Not only was
an industry born, but even the French agreed and now own wineries in Oregon.
In 2000 there were 185 wineries with 10,500 acres of wine grapes and Oregon now ranks 4th in US wine
production. Oregon’s Willamette Valley is a Region I cool wine climate on the UC Davis scale. Only those
grapes that do well in the coolest of wine climates (Pinot noir, Pinot Gris, Chardonnay and Riesling) will
ripen and produce quality wines. However, other wine regions are significantly warmer and produce
Cabernet and Merlot. Oregon’s climate is significantly influenced by both the Pacific Ocean and two
mountain ranges, the Coast Range and the Cascades. The Pacific Ocean moderates temperatures in both
summer and winter, providing a warm but not hot summer and a moderate and wet winter. The Coast
Range blocks the air from the Pacific providing the Willamette Valley with summer’s that are warm enough
to ripen the grapes. On the other side of the Willamette Valley the Cascade Range blocks any ocean
influence and wrings any moisture out of the air. Summers on the Eastern side of Oregon are hot and dry,
requiring irrigation during the growing season, while winters are cold and harsh with the cold winters
taking their toll on the vineyards.
U.S. regulations require 75% of any named variety on the label, however Oregon’s law are stricter with a
90% requirement. There is an exception for Cabernet Sauvignon and the other Bordeaux varieties which
permit the 75% minimum to allow produces to blend meritage type wines.
Oregon has six recognized American Viticultural Areas (AVA’s); Willamette Valley, Umpqua Valley, Rogue
Valley, Applegate Valley, Columbia River and Walla Walla Valley.
The North Willamette Valley
encompasses 6,200 acres of vineyards, many of them situated on old volcanic hillsides which provide good
drainage and a unique flavor profile. It is the most important area from a standpoint of international
recognition of quality potential. Both the Red Hills of Dundee and the
Eola Hills are areas that are
recognized as distinctive wine producing areas and are dominated by Pinot noir, Chardonnay and Riesling
with Pinot gris and Pinot blanc becoming important varieties. South Willamette Valley wine region is slightly
warmer with other subtle distinctions provided by clay and loamy soils, it has 967 acres of winegrapes and
21 wineries focusing primarily on Chardonnay, Pinot noir and Riesling. The Umpqua Valley is both warmer
and dryer with soils of sandstone and sandy loam. There are about seven wineries and 597 acres of
winegrapes planted to Chardonnay, Pinot noir, Riesling, Cabernet Sauvignon, Sauvignon blanc and
Zinfandel.
The Rogue Valley winegrowing region is separated into three micro-climates: the Illinois, Applegate and
Rogue River Valleys, with Applegate Valley receiving its own AVA in December 2000. Each valley has
unique climate characterisitcs with Illinois Valley's yearly rainfall is approximately 35 inches and the coolest
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of the three and similar to the Burgundian winegrowing region in France. Rogue Valley is warmer, with an
annual average of 20 inches of rainfall and the hot, sunny days and cool nights aid the development of
intense, flavorful fruit. Applegate shares both the Rogue and Illinois Valleys' climates. Rogue Valley
winegrowing region supports eleven wineries and 1,168 acres of winegrapes on granite, sand, clay alluvial
soils. The major grape varieties of the Rogue Valley are Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Chardonnay, Pinot
noir, Cabernet franc and Sauvignon blanc.
Eastern Oregon/Columbia Valley winegrowing region provides 800 to 1000 hours more sunlight than in the
Willamette Valley. With only 6-8 inches of annual rainfall, nearly 800 acres of winegrapes need irrigation.
The major grape varieties Cabernet Sauvignon, Riesling, and Chardonnay sand
and silt soils of. There are four producing wineries in this region.
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WASHINGTON

Puget Sound

Columbia River Valley

Wahluke Slope
Rattlesnake Hills
Red Mountain
Walla Wall Valley

Yakima Valley
Columbia Gorge
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WASHINGTON
Washington's first wine grapes were planted at Fort Vancouver by the Hudson's Bay Company in 1825. By
1910, wine grapes were growing in most areas of the state, following the path of early settlers. Initially, it
was French, German and Italian immigrants who pioneered the earliest plantings. Wine historians Ron
Irvine and Dr. Walter Clore document in their book, The Wine Project, a continuous and connected effort
to cultivate wine grapes beginning with those early plantings at Fort Vancouver. Hybrid varieties arrived in
nurseries in the Puget Sound region as early as 1854 and by 1860, wine grapes were planted in the Walla
Walla Valley.
Large-scale irrigation, fueled by runoff from the melting snowcaps of the Cascade Mountains, arrived in
eastern Washington in 1903 unlocking the dormant potential of the rich volcanic soils and warm, sunny
desert-like climate. Italian and German varietals were planted in the Yakima and Columbia Valleys and
wine grape acreage expanded rapidly in the early part of the 20th century. In 1910, the first annual
Columbia River Valley Grape Carnival was held in Kennewick. By 1914 important vineyards had sprung up
in the Yakima Valley, most notably the vineyards of W.B. Bridgman of Sunnyside.
The arrival of Prohibition in 1920 put a damper on wine grape production, but ironically may have helped
spawn early interest in home winemaking. At the end of Prohibition the first bonded winery in the
Northwest was founded on Puget Sound's Stretch Island. By 1938 there were 42 wineries located
throughout the state.
The first commercial-scale plantings began in the 1960's and efforts of the earliest producers, predecessors
to today's Columbia Winery and Chateau Ste. Michelle, attracted the attention of wine historian Leon
Adams. Adams in turn introduced pioneering enologist Andre Tchelistcheff to Chateau Ste. Michelle. It was
Tchelistcheff who helped guide Chateau Ste. Michelle's early efforts and mentored modern winemaking in
this state. The resulting rapid expansion of the industry in the mid 70's is now rivaled by today's breakneck
pace, where a new winery opens every couple of weeks.
The trend started by a few home winemakers and visionary farmers has become a respected and
influential industry that generates an estimated $700 million in sales annually, with shipments of
Washington wine going to all 50 states and more than 40 countries around the globe. Washington ranks
second in the country for premium wine production and more than 29,000 acres are planted to vinifera
grapes, producing and expected 97,500 tons in 2001.
Significant developments in Washington State include the formation of the Washington Wine Commission
in 1987, a unified marketing and trade association. In 1999, the Commission established the Washington
Wine Quality Alliance (WWQA) to spearhead development of industry standards in winemaking and
labeling. Washington is the first state in the U.S. to define standards for "reserve" wines, limiting the
prduction to 10% of a wineries production or 3,000 cases. Wines named after the grape variety must
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contain 75% of the named varietal. Wines must come from 100% Washington grapes or Washington AVA
or identify the % from all sources. Washington does not permit the use of generic or other controlled wine
names.
The area available for future plantings is immense. In the 10.7 million-acre (4.33 million hectares)
Columbia Valley 16,000 acres (6475 hectares) are planted to wine grapes. In the sub-regions, the 640,000
acre (259,008 hectares) Yakima Valley has approximately 11,000+ acres (4,451 hectares) planted to vines;
Walla Walla has 180,000 acres (72,846 hectares) approximately 1,200 acres (486 hectares) in wine
grapes; and the Puget Sound wine region has 60 planted acres (24 hectares). Red Mountain, Washington's
fifth and newest appellation has approximately 4040 acres (1635 hectares), with 700 acres planted to
vines.
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WINES OF FRANCE

Champagne
Alsace

Loire Valley
Burgundy

Jura

Bordeaux
Cotes du Rhone

Savoie

South West

Provence
Languedoc Roussillon
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FRENCH WINE
France is synomous with wine, while not being the largest in terms of vineyards France is the largest wine
producer. France holds pride of place for the recognized quality of its wines, with more than two million
acres of vineyards. The trace their history of wine production to the 6th century BC. Throughout the
middle ages monasteries orders preserved and promoted winemaking as a necessity for the sacrament.
In addition to the religious orders the French nobility acquired many of the finest vineyards. During the
revolution most of these vineyards were confiscated. In the 1800’s a series of plagues wreaked havoc on
the French wine industy, first phylloxera then mildew. Financial difficulties followed and the two world
wars had their effects on the industy. After the second world war the French reestablished themselves as
the premier wine producers of the world and today are regarded as the foremost quality wine producer.
THE AOC – APPELLATION D’ORIGINIE CONTROLEE
The French were the leaders in the development of wine regulations. As French
French Wine
wine growing regions became known for the quality of the wine they produced
Quality Levels
other areas and countries began to usurp their names. The terms burgundy,
Table Wines
Chablis and champagne were bastardized to the point that consumers equated
Vins de Table –15%
these fine wine growing regions with cheap plonk. In order to protect these
Vins du Pay – 35%
famous names a series of regulations were developed, the intent was twofold 1)
Quality Wines
protection against improper usage of the name and 2) to uphold the quality of
VDQS - 2%
the wine. The first Appellation d’Originie Controllee (AOC) laws were passed in
AOC – 35%
1935, modeled on the regulations of Chateauneuf du Pape. At the top of the
quality hierarchy are the wines entitled to carry an Appellation d’Originie Controllee AOC or AC (Controlled
Name of Origin). The regualtions control 1) The geographical delimitations of the vineyard area, 2)
permitted grape varietiess, 3) minimum alcohol levels 4) maximum yields 5) certain viticultural practices
and 6) vinicultural practices. AOC regulations can apply to any size area, the smallest is Chateau Grillet at
7.5 acres with the largest AOC Cote du Rhone encompassing 100,000 acres. The INAO (Institute des
National Appellation Origines) currently oversees the regulations and implementation.
The AOC is the top of a pyramid of wine regulations, followed by VDQS (delimited wines of superior
quality). This temporary step was designed to prepare the wine growing area for elevation to full AOC
status and to give the wineries and winegrowers time to change old habits and gradually apply the stricter
standards of AOC. Vins du Pay or country wines regulates grape variety and geographical area but little
else. The least regulated are the Vins de Table, with little or no regulation. In all cases one of these terms
will be listed on the label.
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BORDEAUX
Size: 250,000 acres
Grape Varieties:
RED- Cabernet Sauvignon
Merlot
Cabernet Franc
Malbec
Petite Verdot
WHITE: Sauvignon Blanc
Semillion

Classification:
Medoc: Top ~60 Estates classified into 5 quality levels in
1855
Sauternes: Top 15 Estates classified in 1855
Graves: Top Estates classified in 1959
St. Emilion: Top 75 Estates classified in 1955 and 1985
Appellations: 37 appellations, with Bordeaux AC the most
generic

Soil: Gravelly or Pebbly in the Medoc, clay and sand in the East
Wines: Full-bodied red wines capable of considerable bottle age,
light and dry white wines and sweet dessert wines

St. Estephe
Paulliac
St. Julien

Haut Medoc
Pomerol

Moulis
Listrac

St. Emilion

Margaux

Bordeaux
Pessac-Leognan

Graves

Barsac
Cerons
Sauternes
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BORDEAUX
Bordeaux is arguably the most famous wine producing region in the world. Encompassing more than
330,000 acres in western France, the region produces 30-50 million cases of wine, more than 30% of all
A.O.C. wines. Two thousand years of viticulture are supported by both the Roman writer Pliny in 56 B.C.
and the Latin poet Ausonius. Because Bordeaux is a major port it’s wines had access to major export
markets, that combined with 300 years of English rule accounts for the historical and continuing popularity
of the wines. The finest wines are known by their estate names, commonly called Chateaux, although very
few actually boast the impressive edifices. With over 30 appellations Bordeaux produces every type of
wine from dry whites and reds to sweet dessert wines and even sparkling wines and rosès. The
development of corks and bottles in the early 1800’s permitted the wines to be aged for extended periods.
All the wines are based on blends of grape varieties; the red wines are predominantly from Cabernet
Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Merlot with small amounts of Malbec and Petite Verdot. While the white
wines are primarily Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon with Muscadelle in use for sweet wines. Soils in
Bordeaux typically range from gravelly or pebbly in the Medoc with clay and sand in the east. The Graves
district is named after the typical gravel found in the area.
The Bordeaux region is divided into several districts, all of which have their own appellations. The most
famous district is the Medoc located north of the city of Bordeaux on a low-lying band of gravel a few feet
above sea level. Focusing almost exclusively on red wines the most famous estates are scatted among
several small villages; St. Estephe, Paulliac, St. Julien, and Margaux, these appellations are considered the
finest of Bordeauxs. South of the city dry red and white wines are produced in Pessac-Leognan and
Graves, while further south are the famous sweet white wine areas of Barsac and Sauternes. Across the
river from Bordeaux are two well known areas which produce red wines; Pomerol and St. Emilion. In
addition there are several smaller and less well-known districts such as Cotes de Bourg, Blaye, Entre Deux
Mers. Typical wineries in the Medoc produce anywhere from ten to thirty thousand cases, providing ample
wine for markets from Europe to the Americas and the Far East and allowing collectors to buy and
compare wines of different vintages and producers, resulting in an active auction market.
The finest wines of Bordeaux are known by their estate names with the appellation consigned to secondary
status. This is a direct result of an 1855 Classification of estates for the Paris exposition, which delineated
62 estates of the Medoc into five levels based on historical prices. Although outdated it still recognized and
was even codified into law. Four estates were recognized in the top level (Premier Cru Classe); Chateau
Lafite, Chateau Latour, Chateau Margaux, and Chateau Haut Brion. Since it’s inception there has been
only one change, in 1973 Chateau Mouton Rothschild was elevated to Premier Cru Classe from Deuxieme
(2nd) Cru Classe. In addition the wines of Sauternes and Barsac were classified in 1855 and the estates of
St. Emilion developed their own classification in 1955.
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1855 CLASSIFICATION OF BORDEAUX
1er Crus
C. Mouton Rothschild*
C. Lafite Rothschild
C. Latour
C. Haut Brion
C. Margaux
2ieme Cru
C. Montrose
Cos d’Estournel
C. Pichon Baron
C. Pichon Lalande
C. Leoville Las Cases
C. Leoville Poyferre
C. Leoville Barton
C. Ducru Beaucaillou
C. Gruaud Larose
C. Brane Cantenac
C. Dufort Vivens
C. Lascombes
C. Rausan Segla
C. Rauzan Gassies
3ieme Cru
C. Calon Segur
C. Langoa Barton
C. Lagrange
C. La Lagune
C. Boyd Cantenac
C. Cantenac Brown
C. D’Issan
C. Ferriere
C. Desmirail
C. Giscours
C. Kirwan
C. Malescot St. Exupery
C. Marquis d’Alesme Becker C. Palmer
4ieme Cru
C. Lafon Rochet
C. Duhart Milon Rothschild
C. Beychevelle

C. Branaire Ducru
C. St Pierre
C. Talbot
C. La Tour Carnet
Marquis de Terme
C. Prieure Lichine
C. Pouget
5ieme Cru
C. Cos Lobory
C. Batailley
C. Clerc Milon
C. Croizet Bages
C. Grand Puy Lacoste
C. Grand Puy Ducasse
C. Haut Bages Liberal
C. Haut Batailley
C. Lynch Bages
C. Lynch Moussas
C. Moutonne Baronne Phillipe
C. Pedasclaux
C. Pontet Canet
C. Dauzac
C. du Terte
C. Belgrave
C. Camensac
C. Cantemerle
Sauternes 1er Cru
C. D’Yqem
C. Coutet (Barsac)
C. Climens (Barsac)
C. Guiraud
Clos Haut Peyraguey
C. LaTour Blanche
C. Lafaurie Peyraguey
C. Rabaud-Promis
C. Rayne Vigneau
C. Sigalas-Rabaud
C. Suduiraut
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BORDEAUX – MEDOC
The Haut Medoc is a small stretch of land north of the City of Bordeaux where there is a
concentration of famous estates. The word ‘Haut’ means upper or higher and refers to the slightly
higher elavation of the vineyards. The Haut Medoc produces the finest dry reds of Bordeaux with a
worldwide reputation of firm dry reds with long aging potential. In addition to the appellation of
Haut Medoc there are four major villages with their own appellations; St Estephe, Paulliac, St.
Julien, and Margaux. St. Estephe’s 2270 acres of vineyards have heavier soils of gravel, clay and
lime and produce the strongest, roughest wines which require the most aging. Paulliac has the
highest quality, producing elegant, long-lived wines. St. Julien produces wines which are lighter
than Paulliac yet fuller than Margaux. The villages boasts more acreage of classified growths than
any other village. The Margaux appellatioin actually covers five villages (Arsac, Soussan, Labarde,
Cantenac and Margaux) and makes the lightest, most delicate wines on light gravelly soil. The
wines of the Medoc rely heavily on Cabernet.
Perhaps the most famous aspect of the wines of Bordeaux is the classification system. In addition
to the A.O.C. regulations the famous Classification of 1855 influences buyers and sellers worldwide.
In 1855 the merchants of Bordeaux were asked to rank their wines for the Paris exposition. A
resulting list of the top 65 estates of the Medoc district divided into 5 quality levels called ‘crus’
(growth) was presented. Four estates were list as Premier Cru Classé (first classified growth);
Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Chateau Latour, Chateau Margaux and Chateau Haut Brion (the only
wine not in the Medoc district). In addition a list of the popular sweet wines of Barsac and
Sauternes was also presented with Chateau D Y’quem given pride of place in a class by itself as the
top wine. Although the classification does not fall under the A.O.C. regulations, it has nevertheless
been codified into law, even though some of the estates have ceased to exist and others have
changed vineyards and owners. With one exception there have been no changes to the
classification; in 1973 Chateau Mouton Rothschild was elevated from Deuxieme Cru (second
growth) to Premier Cru.

BORDEAUX – GRAVES
The Graves district is south of the city of Bordeaux encompassing about six thousand acres, the
name describes the predominate soil (gravely) in the appellation that covers several villages. The
estates produce both red and white wines and were classified in 1953 & 1959 (whites). The wines
are all one level, “cru classe”. The reds are full bodied and dry, quicker maturing and lack finesse
as compared to the wines of Medoc. The best known estate of Graves, Chateau Haut Brion, was
classified in 1855 with Medoc wines as 1er Cru. The white wines of Graves are light, dry and full
flavored with an earthy, sandy flavor. In 1987 a new AOC called Pessac-Leognan was created to
recognize the distinct qualities of 10 villages in the northern part of Graves.
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OTHER BORDEAUX APPELLATIONS
Sweet Appellations

Petrus
Le Pin

Sauternes
Barsac
Cerons
Ste-Croix-du-Mont
Loupiac
Cadillac

St. Emilion Premier Grand Cru Classe
C. Ausone ‘A’
C. Cheval Blanc ‘A’

Certan de May
Clinet
L’Eglise-Clinet
L’Evangile
Latour a Pomeral
Petite-Village
Trotanoy
Vieux-Chateau-Certan

C. Beausejour-Becot ‘B’

C. Beausejour-Duffau ‘B’
C. Bel-Air ‘B’
C. Canon ‘B’
C. Figeac ‘B’
Clos Fourtet ‘B’
C. La Gaffeliere ‘B’
C. Rieussec
C. La Magdelaine ‘B’
C. Pavie ‘B’
C. Trottevielle ‘B’
Graves
C. Bouscaut (red & white)
C. Carbonnieux (red & white)
Domaine de Chevalier (red & white)
C. Couhins (white)
C. Couhins-Lurton (white)
C.de Fieuzal (red)
C. Haut-Bailly (red)
C. Haut-Brion (red & white)
C. Laville Haut Brion (white)
C. Marlartic-Lagraviere (red & white)
C. La Mission-Haut Brion (red)
C. Olivier (red & white)
C. Pape Clement (red)
C. Smith Haut Lafitte (red)
C. LaTour-Martillac (red & white)
Pomerol (Robert Parker’s Classification)

La Conseillante
Lafleur
La Fleur de Gay
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BORDEAUX – SAINT EMILLION & POMEROL
St. Emilion: Hilltop village across the river from the Medoc
Produces dry, early maturing red wines, soft, fruity yet full bodied
Rich soil, high % of Merlot, less expensive, many small estates
Classified in 1955: Premier Grand Cru Classe ‘A’ (Ausone & Cheval Blanc)
Premier Grand Cru Classe ‘B’ (10 estates)
Grand Cru Classe ( about 70 estates)
St. Emilion Villages: St. Emilion, Laurent, Christophe, Etienne, Hippolyte
St. Emilion Satellites: Lussac, Montagne, Parsac, St. Georges, Puisseguin
Pomerol: richer soil than most of Bordeaux
Soft dry red wines, quick finish, early maturing
Merlot is predominant variety
1750 acres, Never Classified, Petrus regarded as equivalent of Medoc 1er Grand Cru

BORDEAUX – SAUTERNES & BARSAC
Sauternes: produces sweet dessert wines from Semillion and Sauvignon Blanc
Uses Botrytis Cinera for sweet whites, mould forms on grapes which allows the water to
evaporate which concentrates the juice
Expensive wine to produce 360 b/acree vs 1600 b/acre
Classified in 1855 into 1st and 2ndGrowths (C. D’Yquem)
Barsac in neighboring town producing similar wines, may call their wines Sauternes.
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BURGUNDY
CHABLIS






110,000 Acres
Fragmented Ownership
100+ Appellations
Soils - Limestone, Chalky
Calcerous Clays, Granite

Appellation Hierachy
 Grand Cru
 Premier Cru
 Village Appellation
 Regional Appellation
Grape Varieties
 Pinot Noir
 Chardonnay
 Gamay

Grand Crus of Chablis








Bougros
Blanchot
Les Clos
Grenouilles
Les Preuses
Valmur
Vaudesir

COTE DE NUITS
Nuits St George

COTE DE BEAUNE

Beaune

Chalon

CHALONNAIS

MACONNAIS
Macon

BEAUJOLAIS
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BURGUNDY
The Burgundy region of France not only has given some of the world’s greatest red & white wines,
they have also had their names mis-used and abused. While many in the world recognize that the
term Burgundy correctly refers to a wine region that produces red, white, rose and sparkling wines,
it has also incorrectly been used to identify a type of cheap generic red wine.
Burgundy as a wine producing region encompasses more than 100,000 acres of vineyards spread
across four political departments with over 100 appellations of all types of wines. Soil types range
from limestone in Chablis to chalky calcerous clays in the Cote d’Or to granite based in the
Beaujolais. The wines of Burgundy are traditionaly made from a single grape variety, Chardonnay
for white and Pinot Noir or Gamay for red. In the North the Chablis area specializes in producing
dry white wines from the Chardonnay grape. There are four appellations; Petite Chablis, Chablis,
Chablis Premier Cru and Chablis Grand Cru. Further south, the heart and fame of the wines of
Burgundy are situated on a quarter mile wide and thirty mile long east facing slope of vineyards
called the Cote d’Or (slope of gold), named after the color of the grapevines in autumn.. The two
dozen villages of the Cote d’Or are home to the most famous vineyards in Burgundy producing
world class wines from both Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. The Cote Chalonaise is another
Chardonnay and Pinot noir producing district with a limited number of appellations spread among
scattered vineyards ranging over a large hilly area. The Cote Maconnais is devoted to the
Chardonnay and is the home of the well known wines of Pouilly Fuisse and Macon. While the
southernmost wine district is the Beaujolais, said to have three rivers running through it; the
Saone, the Rhone and the river of Beaujolais wine. Here the focus is on light and fruity reds made
with the Gamay grape.
The appellations of Burgundy can be confusing, at the tip of the pyramid are the 40 Grand Crus
Vineyards of Chablis and the Cote d’Or labeled with just the vineyard name, occassionaly followed
by “Grand Cru”. Next are the myriad Premier Cru (1er Cru or First Growth) vineyards labeled with
the name of the Village followed by the vineyard name, typically they will also carry the designation
“Premier Cru” on the label. These two highest tiers account for a mere 10% of Burgundy’s total
wine prodcuction. Wines labeled with the village name account for less than 25% of production
and finally the regional appellations account for the bulk of production.
The trade in Burgundy is rather unique, after the French Revolution vineyards were evenly divided
amongst heirs, resulting in a patchwork of vineyard ownership, resulting in numerous bottlings
from the same appellation. The famous 124 acre Clos de Vougeot vineyards has more than 70
different owners! This gave rise to the negociant-eleveur, miiddleman who buy the wine produced
by many small growers and “elevate” it by skillful blending. The system worked well for many
years, but many superior producers were having their wines reduced by the negociants, not to
mention they where not making as much profit on their own wine.. Starting in the 1950’s and
1960’s many growers began bottling their own wines, as this practice has grown more common the
result is a plethora of producers for each appellation.
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COTE D’OR

Le Chambertin
Clos de Beze
Ruchottes Chambertin
Latricieres Chambertin
Griotte Chambertin
Charmes Chambertin
Chapelle Chambertin
Mazis Chambertin
Bonnes Mares
Le Musigny

Marsannay
Fixin
Gevrey-Chambertin
Morey St. Denis

Chambolle-Musigny
Grands Echezeaux
Echezeaux

Clos St Denis
Clos de Tart
Clos de la Roche
Clos des Lambrays

Vougeot Clos de Vougeout
Flagey-Echezeaux La Tache
La Grand Rue
Vosnee-Romanee
La Romanee
Nuits St. George
Romanee St Vivant
Romanee Conti
Richebourg

Pernand-Vergelesses
Savigny-les-Beaune

Aloxe Corton

Le Corton
Corton Charlemagne

Chorey-les-Beaune
Beaune
St Romain

Pommard
Volnay

Auxey-Duresses
Blagny

Monthelie
Meursault
Puligny-Montrachet

St. Aubin

Chassagne-Montrachet
Santenay

Le Montrachet (Shared)
Chevalier Montrachet
Batard Montrachet (Shared)
Bienvenue Batard Montrachet
Criots Batard Montrachet
Le Montrachet (Shared)
Batard Montrachet (Shared)
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COTE D’OR
The Cote d’Or is a narrow strip of vineyards that is 30 miles long and encompasses 13,000 acres
that produce some ot the world’s finest wines. The narrow limestone escarpment is the last of the
Massif Centrale Mountains before the flat plain of the Saone river. Most of the vineyards lie within
a 400 yard strip from just below the top to the foot of the slope before it flattens out completely.
The superiority of the wines has been recognized for more than a thousand years, with
archeological evidence of wine production dating to the second century.
The best wines come from a narrow strip of vineyards halfway up the slope. It is here that the
highest ranked Grand Cru and next in line Premier Cru sites are located. After identified individual
vineyards are the Village appellations, which can be of very high quality. There are two distinct
areas, the Cote de Nuits, named after the village of Nuits St Georges and the Cote de Beaune,
named after the most important wine town in Burgundy and the de factor heart of the Burgundy
wine industry.
The Cote de Nuits extends for 12 miles from Marsannay in the north to Nuits St Georges in the
South. Almost all the wines produced are red from the Pinot Noir grape. Twenty three of the areas
twenty eight Grand Crus are situated here. Gevrey Chambertin is home to no less than seven
Grand Crus, among them, Le Chambertin the favorite of Napolean and has been referred to “The
Iron Fist in a Velvet Glove”. After this village there is virtual litany of famous vineyard names that
are among the most expensive in the world. The villages of Morey St Denis and Chambolle
Musigny both are home to Grand Cru vineyards. Clos de Vougeot is the site of an old Cistercian
Monastery now converted to a wine museum. The 124 enclosed site has more than 60 different
owners, a testament to the fragmented nature of Burgundian ownership. The wines of Vosne
Romanee are perhaps considered the apex of Burgundy wines. From the miniscule La Romanee (2
acres) to the monopole La Tache the wines are the epitome of grace and complex interplay of
flavors.
A word needs to be said about the naming of the villages in Burgundy. Most of the villages have
appended the name of the most famous vineyard to the original village name thus Nuits became
Nuits St Geoges, Gevrey became Gevrey Chambertin, etc.
After a brief break in the hillside between Nuits St Georges and Alox Corton the Cote de Beaune
begins. Although the area is most famous for its white wines, two thirds of the wines produced are
red. Aloxe-Corton is the only commune that has both red and white Grand Cru wines. Le Corton
is the red, and Corton Charlemagnes for whites. Legend says that the owner Emperor Charlemagne
preferred white wine because it did not stain his beard.
Volnay and Meursault have a curious relationship. The Volnay AOC is reserved for red wines only –
the whites are sold as Meursault. The Meursault AOC is similarly for whites and the red wines are
sold as Volnay Santenots.
The companion villages of Puligny Montrachet and Chassagne Montrachet are home to the most
illustrious white wines in the world, they both share the 17 acre Le Montrachet Grand Cru vineyard.
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COTE CHALONAIS, COTE MACONNAIS & BEAUJOLAIS
South of the Cote d'Or the Cote Chalonnais is a scattered vineyard area with five AOC wines. The
the vineyards are not contigous, but rather occupy **** hillsides. Eventhough the appellations do
not have the same cachet as the wines of the Cote d'Or they can be well made, affordable and
classically styled wines. Montagny is awhite wine appellations and are made from Chardonnay like
the rest of the Burgundy whites. Rully makes both red and white wines from Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay. Givry and Mercurey are red wines based on Pinot noir and tend to be lighter than the
wines of the Cote d'Or. Those vineyards that qualify and Premier Cru are required to have an extra
1/2 percent alcohol.
One unique wine is the appellation of Aligote de Bouzeroun

Cote Chalonnaise

Five appellations; red, white & rose
• Mercurey – red wines similar to Cote de Beaune , Pinot Noir, light dry, and benefit from
limited bottle age
• Givry – light dry red wines, Pinot Noir
• Rully – light to medium bodied, dry white wines with high acidity, Chardonnay
• Montagny – light to medium bodied, dry white wines
• Bourgogne Aligote de Bouzeron – sharp, dry white wine, Aligote Grape
There is also a large production of Cremant de Bourgogne, a light, dry methode
champenois sparkling wine.

Maconnais

Best known for the white wines form Chardonnay, medium bodied, dry white wines, some
excellent values.
Co-op production
Small production of red wines from the Pnot Noir, better are the reds from the Gamay
Appellations:
• Macon Blanc/Superior
• Macon Villages or Macon followed by the name of one of
Villages of Pouilly-Fuisse
43 villages, best known are Lugny and Chardonnay
Pouilly
• St. Veran – 8 southern villages
Solutre
• Pouilly Fuisse – Five villages entitled to this appellation,
Fuissse
Very well known popular, some excellent and can rival
Vergisson
the Cote de Beaune whites.
Chaintre
• Pouilly Vinzelles – Very similar to Pouilly Fuisse, comes
from the towns of Vinzelles and Loche

Beaujolais

13 appellations, 55,000 acres, one style of wine, consume young, serve cool, Gamay grape
only, granite soil, fresh , fruity, sappy wine,
3 rivers run through Burgundy; Rhone, Saone, Beaujolais
Carbonic Maceration (whole berry fermentation),
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Nouveau – released November 15 every year, to be consumed by Christmas, yearly race to
paris, London, New York, 25% of production
Serve Cool
Appellations:
Cru Beaujolais
• Beaujolais(9°)/Beaujolais Superior (10°)– simple carafe wine, 50%
of production
• Beaujolais Villages – from 35 villages in the northern part of the
appellation, 25% of production
• Cru Beaujolais – 10 designated villages, best can age for a few
years in bottle. Morgon, Moulin-a-Vent bigger, longer lived. With
Brouilly these 3 crus are 75% of production
Consume within 3 yrs,
Vatted 3 days, quick fermentation retains fruitiness,
Pruned low, gobelet; Granite w/manganese
Some estate bottling, most sold in barrels to shippers

Morgon
Moulin-a-Vent
Chenas
Brouilly
Cote de Brouilly
Chenas
St Amour
Julienas
Chiroubles
Regnie

Moulin a Vent – King of the crus, w/ Fleurie; best known
Big, fat, soil of decomposed granite
Most expensive, longest lived,
Romaneche-Thorins, Chenas
1,750 acres; 3-5 yrs of age
Julienas – w/ Morgon longes lasting, “gout de terroir”
1325 acres
Morgon – hardest, full-bodied, improve w/ age, varies w/ vintages, 3-5 yrs
Heaviest are like Cote d’Or, 7-9 mos before bottling + 1yr of bottle age
1,765 acres, decomposed slate, Geographically similar to Macon
Chenas – lies in Morgon, lesser areas dentoed as Chenas, “gout de terroir”
460 acres
Fleurie – Queen of Beaujolais, quintessential, all wines within one village; fruitiest +
heaviest
1,700 acres
St. Amour – Northernmost; 10% white wine sold as St. Veran, Macon Blanc, or Beaujolais
Blanc.
Fruity, young, light, granite +late soil, like Macon
538 acres
Brouilly – Southernmost cru, lightest of all, 2,262 acres
Chateau de la Chaize, 2,000 acres, 276,000 cases
Cote de Brouilly – hill in the center of Brouilly, longer & fuller than Brouilly, 462 acres
Chiroubles – elegant as Fleurie, less hard than Morgon, best form barrel, soft, light, fruity,
fresh, typical
Released 2 mos after harvest
625 acres
Regnie – newest cru in 1988
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LOIRE VALLEY

Coteaux
Coteaux de du Loire
L’Aubance

Savennieres
Muscadet
Coteaux de la
Loire

ANGERS



Vouvray

St Nicholas TOURS
de Bourgueil
Bourgueil

ORLEANS

Coteaux du
Layon

Cheverney
Sancerre

Touraine

185,000 Acres of Vineyards
More than 87 AOC wines
White Grape Varieties
Chenin Blanc
Muscadet (Melon de Bourgogne)
Sauvignon Blanc
Red Grape Varieties
Cabernet Franc (Cot)
Gamay
Grolslot

Chinon
Saumur Champigny

Coteaux du
Giennois

Orleanais

MenetouSalon

Montlouis

Anjou
Muscadet Quarts de Chaume
Anjou Villages
Bonnezeaux
Sevre et Maine




Coteaux du
Vendomois
BLOIS

Coulee de Serrant
Roche aux Moines

NANTES
Muscadet

Jasnieres

Valencay
Reuilly

Quincy

PouillyFume

Limestone – a rock type made up of Calcium Carbonate. Soils derived from it are highly valued
in cool growing areas.
Tuffeau – “rock type common in the Central Loire. Tuffeau blanc is calcareous, and provides
better drainage than most limestones. Tuffeau jaune is more sandy.
Oxford Companion to Wine
Sancerre Soils:
Les Calillotes – Chalky soils, well balanced wines
Terres Blanches – In the west are Kimmeridge marls, very similar to Chablis
Silex – Flinty soils in the east that produce mineraly, long lived wines
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LOIRE VALLEY
Referred to as the “Garden of France” the Loire Valley wine growing area stretches from the
Atlantic coast for ***miles to the heart of France. With such a large area the only commonality
among the wines is that they are predominately cool weather wines. In some years the grapes
struggle to ripen completely but in warm years the region can produce wines of incredible depth of
flavor. The region is home to some of the most beautiful Chateaux in all of France.
Starting at the mouth of the Loire River the first vineyards encountered are those of Muscadet, one
of the few wines in France named after the grape variety. The Muscadet grape is also known as
Melon de Borgogne. There are four different Muscadet appellations; Muscadet, Muscadet Coteaux
de la Loire, Muscdet Cote de Grand Lieu, and Muscadet de Servre et Maine. Of the four, the
Muscadet de Servre et Maine is the most important with more than 80% of the production coming
from this area. The wine is a light dry white with a very crisp acidity, the perfect match for the
local oysters. The better examples will be designated as ‘sur lie’, indicating that they have been
bottled directly from the cask to preserve a slight effervesence.
Around the towns of Anjou and Samur a wide range of wines are produced, however over 40% of
the production is in rose wines with familiar appellations such as Rose d’Anjou, Cabernet d’Anjou
Rose and Rose de Loire. The area also produces some of France’s most highly regarded dry whites
from the Chenin Blanc grape called Savennieres. The southeast facing slopes have a high
percentage of slate producing an austerely dry white with long aging potential. There are two
Grand Cru vineyards of Coulee de Serrant and Roche aux Moines.
South of the river there are a cluster of sweet dessert wine appellations
around the tributary of Layon. These wines are produced from the Chenin
Blanc infected with Botrytis Cinera, using multiple passes through the
vineyards called tries where only the ripest most infected grapes are picked.

Coteaux du Layon
Coteaux du Layon Chaume
Coteaux du Layon Villages
Bonnezeaux
Quarts de Chaume

Although the best known wines of the Loire are white there are three red appellations. Bourgueil
and St. Nicolas de Bourgueil produce red and rose wines from Cabernet Franc and Cabernet
Sauvignon from gravel and limestone soils. The limestone soil throughout the Loire Valley is
referred to as tuffeau. Chinon makes red and rose from Cabernet Franc on several different soil
types from light and fruity wines from sandy gravel, while gravel with clay yield wines of body &
depth.
One of the best known Loire wines is Vouvray. Made from Chenin Blanc, the wines range from
semi dry fruity wines to luscious, sweet dessert wines with from Botrytis infected grapes, as well as
sparkling wines.
Farther upriver are two of the most famous appellations of the Loire, Pouilly Fume and Sancerre.
Both wines are from Sauvignon Blanc and are very similar in style, medium bodied, dry wines with
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a distinctive smoky or gunflint character. Pouilly Fume comes from chalky clay and limestone soils
while Sancerre comes from fourteen villages with three different soils types each contributing
unique characteristics to the wine. Two other appellations round out the Loire, Quincy makes
white wine from Sauvignon Blanc and Reuilly makes red, white and rose from Pinot Noir, Sauvignon
Blanc, and Pinot Gris.
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RHONE

Vienne
Condrieu &
Chateau Grillet

Hermitage
Cornas

Cote Rotie

Crozes-Hermitage
Valence

St. Joseph

Gigondas

Cote du Rhone Villages
Beaumes de Venise
Chausclun
Laudonne
Rasteau
Roaix
Rochegude
Rousette les Vignes
Sabelet
St. Gervais
St. Maurice sur Eygues
St. Pantelon les Vignes
Seguret
Vacquerays
Valreas
Vinsobre
Visan
Grapes of
Chateauneuf du Pape
Bourboulenc
Clairette
Counoise
Cinsault
Grenache
Mouvedre
Muscardin
Picpoul
Picardin
Roussanne
Syrah
Teret Noir
Vaccarese

Beaumes de Venise
Lirac & Tavel

Chateauneuf du Pape
Avignon
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RHONE
The 97,000 acres of vineyards embracing the Rhone river are divided into Northern septentrional
and Southern méridional areas with distinctively different wines. In the north the wines are grown
on the granite western slopes and based on Syrah for the reds and Viognier, Marsanne and
Rousanne for the whites. The southern wines are based on blends utilizing Grenache, Mourvedre
and Syrah along with a host of other grape varieties. Here the soils vary considerably from sand,
limestone, clay and stones. With about two dozen appellations, there are a wide a range of wines
produced, but the fame of the region is primarily for its red wines.
Starting from the north, Cote Rotie or ‘roasted slope’ makes wines of power and finesse.
Although the regulations permit the blending of Viognier with Syrah the majority of producer use
Syrah exclusively. The 500 acres are spread across two steep slopes which are named after the
look of the soils. The Cote Brune (brown) has a iron rich sand while the Cote Blonde (blond) has a
calcerous sandy soil. Just to the south are the Viognier based white wine appellations of Condrieu
and Chateau Grillet. The Condrieu vineyards are planted on slopes terraced in Roman times,
while Chateau Grillet is a monopole estate of 9.5 acres on top of the hillside. Hermitage is a
375 acre south facing vineyard on large granite outcropping that sits astride the Rhone river. The
soil is called ‘arzelle’ and is granitic, sandy with an overlay of flint, chalk and mica. The red wines
produced are distinctive and full bodied made from Syrah with a maximum of 15% Marsanne and
Rousanne, two white grape varieties. The white wines are also full bodied and distinctive. Around
the area is much larger and less distinguished appellation called Crozes Hermitage producing red
and white wines from the same grape varieties on flat vineyards. Cornas is the only red wine of
the Cotes du Rhone to require 100% Syrah. While St Joseph makes red and white wines and
permits the use of Syrah, Marsanne, and Rousanne.
The most famous appellation of the Rhone is Chateauneuf du Pape (New Castle of the Pope),
named after the summer house of the pope. The 7,500 acres are on a stony soil made of large
stones (galets) which absorb the days heat and reflects on to the vines during the night. The
appellation permits up to thirteen grape varities in the blend, with Grenache, Syrah, Mourvedre
forming the base of most blends. Gigondas is similar in style to Chateauneuf du Pape and uses the
same blend of grapes. Tavel is a dry rose based on Grenache, while Lirac can be red, rose or
white.
More generic appellations include Cotes du Rhone and Cotes du Rhone Villages that can be red,
white or rose. The Cotes du Rhone Village appellations is restricted to 17 villages in the southern
rhone. Some of these villages even have their own appellations such as Vacqueyras, Vinsobres and
Rasteau.
In addition to these typical wines there are the unique St Peray white which can also be made as a
sparkling wine. And Clairette de Die, a sparkling wine from the muscat grape. While Muscat
Beaumes de Venise is a Vin Doux Natural (natural sweet wine) made by adding brandy before the
fermentation converts all the sugar to alcohol, producing a sweet wine of 15% alcohol. Chatillon
en Dios is unique in that it used Gamay, Pinot Noir, and Syrah and the white used Aligote and
Chardonnay. An
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ALSACE

Strasbourg
Grand Crus for Noble Varieties only
Town
Bergheim

Colmar

Grand Cru
Grape Variety
Altenberg de Bergheim Gewurztraminer
(Gustave Lorentz)
Wolxheim
Altenberg de Wolsheim
Eguisheim
Eichberg
Gewurztraminer
Ribeauville
Geisberg
Riesling
Gueberschwihr Goldert
Wintzenheim
Hengst (Zind Humbrecht)
Bergheim
Kanzelberg
Gewurztraminer
Riesling
Andlau
Kastelberg
Guebwiller
Kitterle
Clevener
Barr
Kirchberg de Barr
Gewurztramnier
Ribeauville
Kirchberg de Ribeauville
Mittelwihr
Mandelberg
Riesling
Andlau
Moenchberg
Ribeauville
Osterberg
Eguisheim
Pfersigberg
Gewurztraminer
Thann
Rangen
Pinot Gris
Hunawihr
Rosacker
Riesling
Clos St. Hune
Kayserberg
Schlossberg (Domaine Weinbach)
Kientzheim
Schlossberg
Riquewihr
Schoenenbaurg
Riesling
Muscat
Beblenheim
Sonnenglanz
Sylvaner
Riesling
Gewurztraminer
Bergholtz
Spiegel
Guebwiller
Spiegel
Riquewihr
Sporen
Gewurztraminer
Pinot Gris
Marlenheim
Steinklotz
Westhalten-Soultzman Zinnkoepfle
Gewurztraminer
Pinot Gris
Mittelbergheim Zotzenberg
Sylvaner
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ALSACE
Located east of the Vosges and west of the Rhine river, Alsace is France’s 3rd largest producer of
AOC wines. The 35,000 acres of vineyards are planted on east and southeast facing slopes. The
mountains act as barrier to the maritime influence of the Atlantic, this means drier growing
conditions. Along with a cool growing climate the wines are high in natural acidity and have
enough time to achieve ripeness. The area has seen its share of wars and shifting cultural
influences so it is no surprise that it is a unique combination of French and German winemaking
tradtions. Tradition goes and long way back with a number firms dating to the 1600’s and many
firms still family owned.
The grapes that are grown are familiar to German wine aficionados; Riesling, Gewurztraminer,
Sylvaner and Pinot Gris as well as those grown in France such as Pinot noir and Muscat. Fully 70%
of the vineyard area is devoted to Riesling, Gewurztraminer and Sylvaner. One distinctive aspect is
that most wines are vinified dry, the long dry autumn allowing the winemakers to wait to harvest
the grapes at full ripeness. The high natural acidity means the wines have a particular capacity to
age well, ten to fifteen years is not uncommon for a top Riesling.
Alsace was awarded AOC status in 1962 and was the first region in France to require the wines be
bottled in the region of production, a requirement not extended to all AOC wines. In 1973 began
identifying the finest vineyards and awarding them Grand Cru status. Currently there are more than
two dozen Grand Cru vineyards, some of them recognized as Grand Cru for specific varietals. For
example, the Clos St Hune in Hunawihr is Grand Cru for Riesling only. Alsace is also the only
region in France to name its wines varietally only. The use of tall green fluted bottles also reminds
one of German wines. There are three appellations; Alsace AOC, Alsace Grand Gru AOC and
Cremant d’Alsace.
A small amount of the wines are produced in late harvest styles. These made labeled as Vendange
Tardive (literally ‘late harvest’) and may be dry or somewhat sweet depending on the winemaker’s
style. In addition there are wines labeled as Selection des Grains Noble. These are wines made
from grapes infected with botrytis cinera and are always rich and sweet.
There is one other wine, Edelzwicker, which a blend of any allowable grapes in Alsace. Since
Alsace has no Vin de Pays designation, wines that do not fall under AOC regulations must be
labeled as Vin de Table the simplest of French wine designations.
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LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON
Nimes
Clairette du Languedoc
Muscat de Lunel

Coteaux du Languedoc
Faugeres

Montpellier
Muscat de Mireval
Muscat de Frontignan

St Chinian

Cabardes

Beziers

Minervois
Narbonne

Cotes de la Malapere

Mediterranean Sea

Carcasonne
Corbieres

Coteaux du Languedoc Subzones

Fitou

Blanquette de
Limoux

Maury












Cotes du Roussillon Villages
Perpignon
Cotes du Roussillon
Rivesaltes
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Cabrieres
Grès de Montpellier
La Clape
Pezanes
Picpoul de Pinet
Quatorze
St. Georges d’Orques
Terrasses du Larzac
Terasses de Beziers
Terasses de Sommiers

LANGUEDOC – ROUSILLON
Responsible for the ‘lake’ of wine from southern France the Languedoc –Roussillon was once only
noted for the quantity of wine it produced, much of which was distilled into industrial alcohol. With
more than 700,000 acres of vineyards the region produces more than 30% of French wines. In the
last twenty years there has been a resurgence of quality wines. Improvements in technology in the
winery and focus on only the best vineyards sites have accounted for the advances. The vineyards
have been replanted to higher quality grapes such as Syrah, Grenache, Mouvedre and Cabernet
Sauvignon, while at the same time more attention has been paid to the location of the vineyards.
Keeping the vineyards on hillsides provides better drainage and naturally reduces quantity while
improving quality. Cooler hillsides also produce better balanced fruit with crisp acidity. A whole new
generation of winemakers unbound by tradition has encouraged experimentation with techniques and
grape varieties. Some have even referred to the area as the New World winemaking in France. Capital
investments in temperature controlled fermentation tanks, bladder presses and structuring wineries for
gravity flow have all had their impact on improved quality.
French Wine
The Midi - Languedoc – Roussillon
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GERMAN WINES
225,000 Acres of Vineyards
Major Grape Varieties:
Riesling
Muller Thurgau
Sylvaner

SELECTED GLOSSARY
Suss Reserve – Sweet Reserve (blending juice)
Trocken and Halb Trocken – Dry and Half Dry
Amtliche Prufunsnummer (A.pr. #) – German certification
number
Edelfaule – Noble rot, German term for Botrytis Cinera
Gebeit – Region
Bereich – Subregion
Grosslage – large vineyard site (a section of similar vineyards)
Einzellagen – individual vineyard
Erzeugerabfullung – estate bottled
Winzerverein or Winzergenossenschaft – Co-op
Classic Selection - The VDP (Verband Deutscher
Prädikatsweingüter, the Association of German Prädikat
Wine Estates)
Erstes Gewachs - "First Growth" (Rheingau)
Grosses Gewächs, Erste Lage - First Growth for other regions

Hamburg
Berlin

Cologne
Frankfurt

QUALITY DESIGNATIONS
Tafelwein – Table wine
Qualitatswein bestimmter Anbaugebeit (Q.b.a.) Quality wine from a specified quality wine region
Qualitatswein mit pradikat – Quality wine with
special attributes. Listed as:
Kabinett – wine from fully mature grapes,
no added sugar and from a limited area
Spatlese – late picked grapes
Auslese – selected late picked grapes
Berenauslese – individual berry selected
grapes
Trockenberenauslese – infected with botyrtis
cinera

Eiswein – Wine made from frozen grapes
(must be berenauslese level)
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WINE REGIONS
Ahr
Mittelrhein
Mosel-Saar-Ruwer
Nahe
Rheingau
Rheinhessen
Rheinpfalz
Baden
Wurttemburg
Hessiches-Bergstrasse
Franken
Saale-Unstruut
Saachsen
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GERMAN WINE
Germany’s 225,000 acres of vineyards produce 2 - 3 percent of the world’s wine. A full 85% of these wines are
white and are predominantly made from three grape varieties. The Sylvaner is the most widely planted, the
Muller-Thurgau, named after the Swiss scientist who developed it, is a Riesling clone, and the Riesling, although
comprising only 20% of Germany’s total acreage produces the finest of German wines. The wine is a question of
balance, between sweetness and acidity, between the northernmost limit the vine can grow and southern
exposure on steep hillsides, and also between the soil, so thin and poor it has to be carried by hand back to the
vine after a heavy rainstorm, and a grape that produces one and half times as much per acre than France’s or
Italy’s finest vineyards. All of Germany greatest vineyards lie along the Rhine or its tributaries. Of the 100,000
growers over 90% own less than 5 acres. The tall, slender bottles are common throughout Germany with brown
bottles being favored for Rhine wines and the Mosel’s a green tint.
In 1971 the German wine laws were revised to reduce confusion and aid the consumer. These laws had the
effect of reducing 30,000 vineyards to a manageable 2,600. Unfortunately, some very well known and popular
vineyard names were erased or combined with lesser vineyards, thereby reducing quality and value. The 1971
German Wine Law divides German wine into three categories. The first is known as Deutscher Tafelwein. Less
than 10% of Germany’s production is in this category and it is rarely seen in the U.S. Qualitatswein bestimmter
Anbaugebeit or Qba are wines from one of the 13 quality wine producing regions. The region must appear on
the label. The wine must meet a taste test as given by a government control panel, it is then assigned an
Amtliche Prufunsnummer. This number must appear on the label along with the name of the vineyard or
Grosslage and the town or Bereich. 85% must come from the smallest named area, if the grape variety is named
on the label the wine must be 85% of the named variety. Qualitatswein mit Pradikat is the highest category of
German wines. The name means Quality Wine with Special Attributes. These attributes; Kabinett, Spatlese,
Auslese, Berenauslese, and Trockenberenauslese reflect the ripeness of the grapes when picked. The ripeness of
a grape is determined by the level of sugar in the unfermented must. This is measured in Oeschle degrees. Each
level of ripeness (Kabinett, Spatlese, etc) has a set degree rating depending on the grape variety and the region.
The various ratings are achieved by constant repicking of the vineyards as the grape ripen more and more until
the final stages when the grapes are little more than frozen raisins on the vine. These last are the luscious
Berenauslese and Trockenberenauslese, rarely made and always at a loss for the vineyard owner.
The naming of German wines follow a strict pattern. If 85% or more of a wine comes from
one of the 2,600 individual vineyards (einzellagen) the wine is given the vineyard name
preceded by the town the vineyard lies in. A grosslage is a collective vineyard site of
several einzellagen that share similar soil and micro climatic conditions. There are over 150
grosslage in Germany. A Bereich is a sub-region of one of the 13 quality wine producing
regions. If a wine does not meet the requirements for a grosslage it may take the name of
the bereich on the wine label. There are 32 bereich.

Vineyards
(largest to smallest)
Gebeit
Bereich
Grosslage
Einzellagen

The 27,500 acres of predominantly Riesling vineyards of the Mosel-Saar-Ruwer are divided into four Bereich: The
Obermosel, the Saar-Ruwer, the Bereich Bernkastel, and the Bereich Zell. The Bereich Bernkastel is the most
important and largest of the four, it also is commonly called the MiddleMosel. The main factor that contributes to
the light, delicate and graceful wines are the slaty soil (the noblest wines come from shale slopes) and the broad
twisting river. The width of the river holds the heat of day, protecting the grapes during the cool autumn nights,
while the constant turning and bending of the river breaks the wind and offers many south facing slopes to give
the grapes the benefit of as much sunshine as possible. In the best years the small streams of the Ruwer and
Saar produce the finest of the Mosel wines. The tiny valleys reaching well into the hills and mountains provide a
sugar-acid balance unsurpassable in the other parts of the Mosel.
The Rheingau produces the greatest of all German wines. It is a small (7,500 acre) region along the Rhine river.
As the Rhine flows north it bends at Mainz to flow westward for almost twenty miles to Lorchausen. This
difference offers the slopes the advantage of a southern exposure. Coupled with the Tannus Hills to the north
the wines are protected from harsh winter weather allowing for a longer growing season and riper grapes. The
best vineyards lie on deep brown clacerous or clayey soil. The Riesling is the most widely planted variety.
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ITALY

Fruili Venezia Guilia
Lombardy
Franciacorta
Valtellina Superiore

Piedmont

Veneto
Bardolino
Soave
Valpolicella
Recioto della Valpolicella
Amarone

LoEmilia
mbardy Romagna
Albana di Romagna

Marches

Tuscany

Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi

Umbria

Abbruzzi

Torgiano
Montefalco
Sagrantino
Orvieto

Montelpuciano d’Abbruzzi
Trebbiano d’Abbruzzi

Molise

Lazio
Frascati
Est! Est! Est!

Apulia
Basilicata

Campania
Sardenia
Vermentino de Gallura

Aglianico del Vulture

Lacryma Christi
Greco di Tufo
Fiano di Avellino
Taurasi

Calabria

Sicilia
Italian Wine Classifications
Vino da Tavola – Table wine, non DOC
Indicazione Geografica Tipica (I.G.T.)
Denominazion di Origine Controllata (D.O.C.)
Registered & Restricted (Grape Varieties and percentages,
aging, min. alcohol, geographic area, yield per acre)
Denominazione de Origine Controllata & Guarantie
(D.O.C.G.) Highest category, controlled & guaranteed
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Red Grapes
Nebbiolo
Barbera
Dolcetto
Corvina
Sangiovese
Cabernet
Sauvignon
Merlot
White Grapes
Cortese
Arneis
Pinot Grigio
Trebbiano
Gargenega
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ITALIAN WINE
Outside of France no other country produces as much wine as Italy, with more than 856 million cases of
wine produced annually, 25% of the world’s supply.

There are over 50,000 wineries and one million

growers in Italy covering every region of the country, no wonder it has been referred to as the vineyard of
the world. The 600 co-operatives account for 50% of all wine produced.

From a cultural prospective wine

is an important part of countries lifestyle. Historically the roots of Italian wine production date to prehistory, both the Etruscan and Greeks made wine prior to the Roman era.

Wine has become an intregal

part of Italy’s daily life and a part of every meal and holiday. Italians wines span over an impressive variety
of tastes and perfumes, that includes superb wines, good quality wines and honest wines to be served in
less formal occasions.

Italian vineyards not only span the country put are grown in every conceivable soil

type, from volcanic ash to gravel beds, from flat coastal areas to vineyards clinging to the sides of
mountains permitting a variety of tastes and styles. Every conceivable wine type is made; red, white,
sparkling, sweet, dry and flavored wines like vermouth, aged wines like Vin Santo.

Americans love Italian

wines with 60% of imported wine coming from Italy.
Italy first introduced national wine laws in 1963, since then there have been numerous updates.

The

current regulations follow EU law by dividing their levels into ‘Table Wines’ or ‘Quality Wine Produced from a
Specified Region’ (QWPSR). There are four classifications of wine: The Table Wines are: Vino da Tavola
(VdT); is the catch all classification for wines that are lightly regulated or not regulated at all. Indicazione
Indicazione Geografica Tipica (I.G.T.) for wines from specific areas and was created to recognize the high
quality wines that fell outside traditional winemaking methods or used non-traditional grape varieties. The
next two are the QWPSR wines: Denominazione di Origine Controllata (D.O.C), refers to the more than 300
wines that have strict regulations regarding region of production, grape variety, aging, winemaking and
grapegrowing methods. The highest level is Denominazione di Origine Controllata e Garantita (D.O.C.G.)
which has very strict regulations. There are a limited number of these wines, 32 as of November 2009.
Italian wine production and quality have changed dramatically in the past 30 years. At one time more than
70% of the vineyards where grown in a system called ‘Coltura Promiscua’, whereby the vines where grown
mixed with other agricultural products, now less than 30% of vineyards are managed this way. The naming
of wines also runs the gamut from wines named after a specific town or area, e.g. Chianti or Barolo or after
the grape variety and region, Brunello di Montalcino or after a propriety name, Tignanello. In the 1980’s a
group of Chianit producers began making some very high quality wines outside the regulations, these ‘Super
Tuscans’ ushered a new wave of wine production and quality consciousness in Italy, demanding and getting
high prices for their wines. The sheer number of different wines and grapevines means there will always be
new wines, new producers and new tastes to explore.
Italy boasts more than 300 indigenous grape varieties, with about two dozen accounting ro most of the best
quality wines. The most important are: Sangiovese, the red grape responsible for Chianti, Nebbiolo the
base of Barolo and Barbaresco, Barbera from Piedmont, Corvina the wine responsible for Valpolicella and
Amarone and the Montelpuciano grape from Abruzzo. For whites the most important grape varieties are
Pinot Grigio, Trebbiano, Moscato, Tocai Fruiliano, Garganega and Arneis.
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D.O.C.G WINES AS OF NOVEMBER 2009
Wine
Barolo
Barbaresco
Gattinara
Ghemme
Asti/Moscato d’Asti
Brachetto d’Acqui
Gavi
Barbera d’Asti
Barbera del Monferrato Superiore
Dolcetto di Dogliani
Dolcetto di Ovada Superiore
Roero
Franciacorta
Valtellina Superiore
Sforzato di Valtellina
Oltrepo Pavese Metodo Classico
Recioto di Soave
Soave Superiore
Bardolino Superiore
Ramondolo
Colli Orientali di Picolit
Albana di Romagna
Conero
Vernaccia di Serrapetrona
Montelpuciano de Colline Terramane
Chianti
Chianti Classico
Brunello di Montalcino
Vino Nobile di Montelpuciano
Vernaccia di San Gimignano
Carmignano Rosso
Morellino di Scansano
Torgiano Rosso Riserva
Montefalco Sagrantino
Fiano di Avellino
Greco di Tufo
Taurasi
Cesanese di Piglio
Cerasuolo di Vittoria
Vermentino de Gallura

Region
Year DOCG
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
1991
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
Piedmont
Lombardy
Lombardy
Lombardy
Lombardy
Veneto
Veneto
Veneto
Fruili Venezia Guilia
Fruili Venezia Guilia
Emilia-Romagna
Marches
Marches
Abruzzo
Tuscany
Tuscany
Tuscany
Tuscany
Tuscany
Tuscany
1990
Tuscany
Umbria
Umbria
Campania
Campania
Campania
Lazio
Sicily
Sardinia
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ITALIAN WINE GLOSSARY
Abboccato – Medium Sweet
Amabile - Semisweet
Amaro - Bitter
Azienda Agricola/Vinicola – Farm Winery
Barrique - small barrels
Bianco - White
Bricco - top part of a hill
Cantina - wine cellar
Castello - castle
Cerasulo - light red
Classico – wine from the central or best area
Colli - slope of a hill
Consorzio – Growers association
Dolce – Sweet
Fattoria - farmhouse
Produttore - producer
Podere - small farm
Riserva – indicates a wine with more time in barrel, the usage and aging requirements are
controlled
Rosato - Rose
Rosso – Red
Secco – Dry
Sori - hilltop with a southern exposure
Spumante – Sparkling
Superior - superior for DOC indicates more stringent regulations
Tenuta - farm
Uva - grape
Vendemmia - vintage
Vigna/Vigneto - vineyard
Villa - estate
Vin Santo - ‘saint’s wine’ specialty of Tuscany, wine made from dried grapes
Passito - wine made from dried grapes
Ripasso - wine refermented on grape pomace
Veccho/Stravecchio - old, very old
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PIEDMONT
D.O.C.G Wines
Asti/Moscato d’Asti
Barbaresco
Barbera d’Asti
Barbera del Monferrato Superiore
Barolo
Brachetto d’Acqui
Dolcetto di Dogliani
Dolcetto di Ovada Superiore
Gattinara
Gavi
Ghemme
Roero
DOC Wines
Carema
Moscati d’Asti
Barbera d’Alba
Barbera d’Asti
Nebbiolo d’Alba
Nebbiolo delle Langhe
Nebbiolo del Piemonte
Dolcetto
…. d’Acqui
…..d’Alba
….. di Diano d’Alba
….. delle Langhe Monregalesi

Ghemme

Gattinara

Carema

Torino
Asti

Alba
Barolo

Barbaresco

Brachetto

Grapes -Red
Nebbiolo
Barbera
Dolcetto
White
Cortese
Moscato
Arneis
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PIEDMONT
Piedmont means ‘foot of the mountains’, a reference to the region’s location, surrounded by the Alps to
the north and west. The heart of wine producing are the Langhe and Monferrato Hills in the southeast
part of the region. These rolling hills are the source of the Po River and home to the most famous
wines; Barolo and Barbaresco. The soils are rocky and volcanic in origin and produce some very
intense red wines, 70% of the wines produced are red. Piedmont is one of Italy’s major wine
producing regions in terms of quality but not necessarily quantity as it is only the 6th largest in terms of
production, yet is home to twelve DOCG wines. French and Austrian influence of the 18th and 19th
centuries are evident in the historical record as well as winegrowing and winemaking. The grapes have
traditionally been grown low to the ground rather than trellised in the trees and wines are made of
single varieties rather than blends of grapes.
Many of Piedmont wines are produced from indigenous grape varieties, the most highly regarded is the
Nebbiolo, named for the fog ‘nebbia’ that covers the region in the fall. Nebbiolo produces the most
famous red wine of Piedmont, Barolo ‘the wine of kings and king of wines’. The 3,000 acres of
vineyards produce a full bodied age worthy red grown near the town of Alba. Newer, modern
viticulture and viniculture techniques have softened the once astringent red to reflect current wine
drinking trends. Other noteworthy reds from Nebbiolo include Barbaresco, Gattinara, Ghemme and
Carema.
The most widely planted red grape is Barbera which makes a forward, fruity full bodied red that is not
as tannic as nebbiolo. There are several DOC which name the grape and town of origin; Barbera
d’Alba, Barbera d’Asti, and Barbera del Monferrato. New methods of winemaking and small barrel
aging have changed the style to more ageworthy wines. In addition the Dolcetto grape makes
straightforward fruity reds with low acidity that are meant for immediate drinking.
The white wines of Piedmont include the Cortese grape made around the town of Gavi and is named
either Gavi or Cortese di Gavi. It is a light, fresh and dry white that may be produced in a lighter style
without malo lactic fermentation. The other white grape, Arneis, has not always been made into wine.
Initially it was grown to attract the birds and bees away from the more expensive red grapes. The
name means ‘little rascal’ a reference to how hard it is to cultivate. It is an aromatic wine that is
reminiscent of pears and apricots.
One of Piedmont’s most well known wines is Moscato d’Asti or Asti Spumante, once called ‘poor man’s
champagne’, it is a sweet sparkling wine made by the charmat method. Its light alcohol and refreshing
character make an excellent aperitif or dessert wine. Less well known but similar in usage is Brachetto
d’Acqui a sweet frizzante red wine from the Brachetto grape, perfect as a foil for chocolate
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VENETO

Proseco
Lugana

Bardolino
Lake Garda

Valpolicella

Vicenza
Colli Berici

Soave
Verona

Venice

Gambellara
g
Colli Euganei
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VENETO
Veneto is Italy’s 3rd largest producer of wine, but in terms of DOC & DOCG wines it is the largest. The regions
stretches from the Alps in the north to the Po River valley in the south with the finest wines coming from the
foothills north of the city of Verona. While the mountains protect the vineyards from the cold northerly weather,
the hillside vineyards provide good drainage and sun exposure. The history of wines extends back over 2,000
years and was mentioned as a superior wines
Bardolino and Valpolicella are two similar wines from the same blend of grapes; corvina, rondinella and
molinara. The Bardolino DOC hugs the hills around Lake Garda, while Valpolicella extends over 7 small
north/south valleys. Bardolino is a basic red wine that is light to medium bodied with forward fruit and a limited
aging potential. Soils are predominantly maritime in origin being a blend of calcerous marls while in the valley
bottoms and flat lands they are alluvial in nature.
Valpolicella is produced in four distinct styles; the normale version is a light, fruity red made for early
consumption. The appassiemento styles are what the region famous. The ripest grapes, those at the top of the
vine are harvested at full ripeness and laid on straw mats to dry for up to three months, concentrating the sugars.
Recioto (means ears) della Valpolicella is the sweet red wine made from this concentrated juice, it has been
famous for centuries. Recioto della Valpolicella Amarone (now more commonly referred to as just ‘Amarone’) is
the dry version, it is a full bodied dry and moderately tannic red wine with terrific fruit flavors. This is the wine
that keeps connoisseurs coming back for more. Both Recioto and Amarone are DOCG wines. The final version
is called Valpolicella Ripasso. The basic Valpolicella is ‘passed’ back over the pomace from Amarone
production, resulting in a richer more velvety wine.
To the northeast of Verona, Soave is best known as a DOC wine of medium body and dry character, there are,
however, a sweet Recioto version as well as a sparkling wine. The wine is made predominantly from the
Gargenega grape with some Chardonnay, Pinot Bianco and Trebbiano di Soave allowed. Soave Superiore is a
DOCG wine from the hillsides in the Classico area, these wines are distinctly higher quality than those produced
on the flat plain. Gambellara is a similar wine grown nearby.
Prosecco is the name of the grape grown around Valdobbiadene and is used to produce the famous sparkling
wine. There are two DOCGs; Prosecco di Valdobbiadene and Prosecco di Coneglione depending on the town
where the grapes are grown. The sparkling wines range from off-dry to brut style, originally the wine was as
sweet as Asti Spumante, but the fashion is to make a slightly dryer style these days. Prosecco is also the base
wine of the Bellini cocktail, made famous by Harry’s Bar in Venice.
There are a number of additional DOCs in Veneto, such as; Lugana, Bianco di Custoza Bagnoli di Sopra, Colli
Euganei and Colli Berici. Many producers in these regions are growing the international varieties and producing
non-traditional wines for the international export mark
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TOSCANA
155,000 acres of
vineyards
70% Red Wine
30% White wine
Red Grapes:
Sangiovese
Canaiolo

DOCG
Carmignano
Chianti
Chianti Rufina
Chianti Montalbano
Chianti Colli Fiorentini
Chianti Colli Pisane
Chianti Classico
Chianti Colli Arentini
Chianti Colli Senesi
Vernaccia di San Gimignano
Brunello di Montalcino
Vino Nobile di Montelpuciano
Morellino di Scansano

DOC

Carmignano Firenze
Pisa

Rufina

White Grapes:
Trebbiano

San Gimignano

Bolgheri

Siena
Montelpuciano
Montalcino

Pomino
Bolgheri

Super Tuscans
Tenuta San Guido Sassicaia – Cabernet Sauvignon (80%+), Cabernet Franc
Tenuta Ornellaia – Cabernet (50%), Merlot (25%), Cabernet Franc (25%)
Tenuta Ornellaia Le Volte – Sangiovese, Cabernet, Merlot
Villa Antinori Tignanello – Sangiovese (80%), Cabernet Sauvignon (15%), Cabernet France (15%)
Villa Antinori Solaia – Cabernet Sauvignon (80%), Sangiovese (20%)
Frescobaldi Remole – Sangiovese, Cabernet
Frescobaldi Lucente – Merlot, Sangiovese, Caberent
Brancaia Ilatraia – Cabernet, Sangiovese
Castello Banfi Centine – Sangiovese, Cabernet, Merlot
Castello Banfi Belnero - Sangiovese
Castello Banfi Summus – Sangiovese, Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabreo Il Borgo – Sangiovese, Cabernet
Mazzoni – Sangiovse, Merlot
Tenuta del Terriccio Tassinaia – Cabernet (33%), Sangiovese(33%), Merlot(33%)
Gaja Ca’Marcanda Magari – Merlot (50%), Cabernet Sauvignon (25%), Cabernet Franc (25%)
Gaja Ca’Marcanda Promis – Merlot (55%), Syrah (35%), Sangiovese (10%)
Barone Ricasoli Casalfero - Merlot
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TUSCANY
The region of Tuscany is one of Italy’s most important viticultural areas with over 150,000 acres of
vineyards, seven DOCG wines and more than 30 DOC wines. Home to world –famous Chianti and Brunello
di Montalcino the region is not only historically significant but produces some of the most modern of wines.
The original inhabitants of Tuscany, the Etruscans, are believed to have cultivated the native grapes and
developed Sangiovese, the primary grape of Tuscany and the most widely planted red grape in Italy. Many
factors contribute to making Tuscany a vineyard paradise; poor soils naturally limit yields, the hilly
geography means the vines are well-drained, while the proximity to the sea moderates temperatures year
round.

75% of the wine produced is red wine.

The native Sangiovese is the most important grape variety, it is the base for all the DOCG reds of the
region. The are several distinct sub-varieties or clones that affect the taste and quality of the wines. The
name is thought to originate from the words sanguis Jovis , the ‘blood of Jove’, the king of the gods.

The

grape can produce world class wines by itself but also lends itself readily to blending with other grapes.
Aromatic descriptors of the wines range from strawberry/cherry to herbal, violets and tea-like aromas.
Wines from Sangiovese exhibit high acidity and lighter colors than many of the other ‘noble’ grapes, but
winemaking advances have been able to overcome these shortcomings
Chianti is the most famous wine of the region, it is produced in 6 Sub-zones, with the historical heart of
Chianti known as Chianti Classico. This region extends south of Florence to Sienna, encompassing the
important wine towns of Radda, Greve and Castellina. With documentation reaching as far back as the 13 th
century, the ‘recipe’ for Chianti was not formalized until the 1800’s.

This originally called for 70%

Sangiovese, and the rest of the blend made of Canaiolo, Malvasia Bianca and Trebbiano (two white grapes).
Current fashion has Chianti being produced from at least 80% Sangiovese with the balance from a large
array of local and international varieties, notably Cabernet and Merlot.
The small medieval village of Montalcino is home to Italy’s first DOCG wine, Brunello di Montalcino.
Clemente Santi isolated the Grosso clone of Sangiovese in the early 1800s and made a wine that was able
to age for many years in bottle. In 1945 there was only one producer from the area, Biondi-Santi, today
there are more than 200 wineries producing 330,000 cases annually.
Two other DOCG wines from Sangiovese are Vino di Nobile di Montelpuciano and Carmignano. Vernaccia di
San Gimignano was the first white DOCG wine, made from the Vernaccia grape, it is a light, dry and crisp
white wine.
In the 1970’s a number of Chianti producers began producing wines outside the DOC regulations, the wines
were ineligible to be called Chianti and were classified as Vino da Tavola, the lowest classification of wines
despite critical acclaim and very expensive prices. These wines came to be referred to informally as Super

Tuscans. The wines varied from 100% Sangiovese to blends of Sangiovese and international varieties such
as Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. Most are now classified as IGT (Indicazione Geografica Tipica).
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Another specialty of Tuscany are the various Vin Santo (Holy Wine) wines, made from dried grapes. Most
often made from Trebbiano and Malvasia the wines are aged for many years in small barrels. They can vary
greatly in style from bone dry to very sweet, although all are considered as dessert wines.
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GREECE

Goumenissa
Naoussa
Amyndeo

Cotes de Meliton
Zitsa

Rapsani

Lemnos

Messenikola
Anhialos

Robola of Cephalonia

Patras

Nemea

Samos

Mantinia

Paros
Rodos
Santorini

Red Grapes:
Xinomavro
Aghiorghitiko
Mavropdaphne
Mandelaria
White Grapes:
Assyrtiko
Moschofilero
Robola
Savatiano
Roditis

Greek Wine Glossary
Lefkos - White
Remantis - Stream
Gherontoklima - Old Vine
Notios - South
Meliasto - Sweetened by the Sun
Amethystos - Gem
Vareli - Cask
Thalassitis - From the Sea
Ktima - Domaine
Asprolithi - White Stone
Kokkino - Red Wine

Arhanes

Peza

Sitia

Daphne

Types of Controlled Wine Names:
Appellation of High Quality (8 wines)
Appellation of Controlled Origin (20 wines)
Reserve: white-2yrs, red-3yrs
Grande Reserve: white 3yrs, red 4yrs
Vin de Pays
Cava: white 2yrs, red 3yrs
Table wines & Appellation of Tradition
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THE WINES OF GREECE
The wines of Greece are amongst the oldest wines of the world and references to wine in Greek
literature are thousands of years old. Yet, for all its history it has not been regarded as a great wine
producing country until the last twenty years. The revolution in Greek wines has come about after
considerable investment in vineyards and wineries as well as a concerted effort on the part of the
winemakers.
With the entry of Greece into the EEU (European Economic Union)
Age labeling
Greek wines have been obliged to regulate many of their most
Reserve white: two years
Reserve red: three years
famous wines. These wine names are referred to as Wines with
Grande Reserve White: three years
Appellation of Origin and the regulations control specific criteria
Grande Reserve Red: four years
regarding: Area of grape growing, only the use of Vitis vinifera,
specific grape variety composition, growing techniques, vinification methods, minimum degree of
alcohol and grape yield per hectare. These wines may be either; Appellation of High Quality (20
different dry table wines) or Appellation of Controlled Origin (8 wines of vins de liqueur or dessert
wine).

Vins de Pays

In addition to the appellation of origin wines, Greece has more than 70 wines
which quality for Vins de Pays. These wines may have a geographic indicator
referring to the area of production

Age labeling:
Cava white: two years
Cava red: three years

Both Appellation of Origin & Vin de Pays may be marketed with the designation Domaine, Chateau,
Castle, Villa, Palace or Monastery if they are produced on the property from vineyard care through
production.

Table Wines

Table Wines may be labeled as Appellation By Tradition Examples are wines such as Retsina &
Verdea (sweet wine of Zakynthos). Also most commercial wines which are bottled under brand names
fall under this category

Wines with Appellations of Origin

Macedonia: Northern continental Greece
Appellations of High Quality
Naoussa (1971) - The red variety of Xinomavro is cultivated around several small villages covering
about 7,000 hectares. Naoussa used to be a wine producing center of northern Greece up until the
beginning of the 19th century when Phylloxera hit the area at the end of the century.
Amynteo - covering 550 HA, these wines may by Red, Rose or Sparkling made from the Xinomavro
grape variety.
Goumenissa (1981) - Red wines from the Xinomavro and Negoska grape varieties.
Cotes de Meliton - Home to Domaine Carras, a 450 HA winery. Both red and white wines from a
multiple of grape varieties such as: Athiri, Assyrtiko, Roditis, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc
and Limnio.
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INDIGENOUS GRAPE VARIETIES OF GREECE
White:
Assyrtiko - Produced on Santorini and other islands, Assyrtiko is considered by many to be Greece’s
finest white grape. In addition to producing dry wines with good acidity in a very warm climate the
wine has a distinctive honeysuckle aroma. On Santorini it produces both dry and sweet wines.
Athiri - Porduced on many of the Greek Islands, the wine is high in alcohol and low in acidity with a
delicate melon aroma and a creamy texture. Can be blended with Assyrtiko on Santorini.
Debnia - Delicate green apple aromas predominate in the dry, off-dry and sparkling wines.
Moschofilero - The finest grapes are grown in Mantinea producing aromatic wines with a bouquet of
violets or roses. Very disctinctive and aromatic with a grapy flavor.
Muscat blanc á petit grains - One of the oldest grape varieties, it has been transplanted around the world
and produces dry and sweet white wines with an aromatic grapey nose.
Muscat of Alexandria - Grown on Limnos and distinct from Muscat blanc á petit grains. It has aromas
of white peach, fresh grapes or raisins. It produces low alcohol wines for easy drinking.
Robola - Found on the Ionian islands and in Peleponese. Light and dry whites with a lemony
characteristic.
Roditis - White and pink skinned grapes which produce aromatic and crisp white wines.
Savatiano - The most widely planted Greek white grape variety. It produces wines with a floral or
orange blossom character of low acidity. In addition to producing the base wine for retsina it also
produces large amounts of everyday table wine for Greece’s tavernas.

Red:
Aghiorghitiko - Known as St. George, the grape variety is the backbone of the wines of Nemea. Dark
color and velvety tannins the wines can be made as fresh “new wines” or cask and bottle aged wines
of great depth and flavor. Aromas of blackcurrants and damson plums predominate.
Kotsifali - Grown on Crete and blended with Mandelaria the wines have high alcohol but low acidity.
Krassato - Used as one of the blending grapes in Rapsani, Krassato adds softness to the blend.
Limnio - Grown on the island of Limnos and throughout northern Greece. The wines have an herbal
nose of sage and laurel with hints of pepper on the palate. Often used as a blending grape.
Mandelaria - Used primarily as a blending grape it lends color and firmness to the wines of Crete.
Mavrodaphne - Grown in Peloponese and the Ionian islands, Mavrodaphne’s fame lies in the rich sweet
wines it produces.
Stavroto - Another grape used in the blend of Rapsani.
Xinomavro - The most important grape of Northern Greece and Macedonia. It is the backbone of
Naoussa, where it can produce some of Greece’s finest red with a bouquet of violets.
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Thessaly: north eastern Greece
Appellations of High Quality
Rapsani - Produces 80% of the wine from this region. Red wines from Xinomavro, Krasato and
Stavroto
Messenikola - Red wines from the Mesenikola, Carignan and Syrah grapes varieties.
Anhialos - White wines from the Roditis and Savatiano grape varieties.
Epirus: north western Greece
Appellations of High Quality
Zitsa (1971): 400 HA producing white and sparkling wines from Debina variety.
Ionian Islands: between Greece & Italy
Appellations of High Quality
Robola of Cephalonia:
Dry white wines from the Robola grape grown on limestone soils at an
altitude of 750 - 2400 feet above sea level.
Appellations of Controlled Origin
Muscat of Cephalonia - Sweet white wines from the Muscat grape
Mavrodaphne of Cephalonia - Sweet red wines from the Mavrodaphne grape
Peloponnese: southern Greece
Appellations of High Quality
Nemea (1971): 16 villages produce dry red wines from the Aghiorgitiko grape.
Mantinia (1971): 11 villages producing fruity and aromatic wines from the Moschofilero grape
variety.
About 30% of the 500 HA are planted to the Asproudes grape variety. Most of the
vineyards are above 1800 feet elevation.
Patras: With 4,000 HA of vines, this area produce not only a dry white from the Roditis but popular
sweet red wines as well
Appellations of Controlled Origin
Muscat of Patra: Sweet white wines
Muscat of Riou Patras: Sweet white wines
Mavrodaphne of Patras: Sweet red wines from Mavrodaphne and Korinthiaki
Aegean Islands:
Appellations of High Quality
Limnos (1971) - Dry white wines from the Muscat grape variety, the island has more than 1000 HA of
vineyards. Although the island is the origin of the Limnio red grape variety, used elsewhere in
Greece, it is not permitted in Appellation wines from the island.
Paros (1981) - Dry red wines from the Monemvasia (66% of production) and Mandilaria (33% of
production) grape varieties as well as dry white wines from Assyrtiko. Due to the strong winds the
vines are left to crawl along the ground.
Santorini - 1200 HA of vines (80% white) producing a dry white from the Assyrtiko and a sweet white
wine from the Assyrtiko and Aidani grape varieties. The vines are formed into a basket shape (called
Stefani) to protect the grapes from the strong winds. Soils are of volcanic origin as the island is the
remains of a dormant volcano.
Rhodes (1971) - 1800 HA of vines (1,100 Athiri & 600 Mandilaria) . Dry red and white wines.
Samos - Renowned for its sweet white wines from the Muscat grape variety grown on calcerous soils.
Appellations of Controlled Origin
Muscat of Rhodes - From Muscat and Muscat Trani
Muscat of Limnos - Muscat of Alexandria
Samos - Muscat
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Island of Crete (20% of Greek Wine Production)
Appellations of High Quality
Arhanes - Dry red wines from 500 HA of Kotsifali grown above 2000 feet above sea level
Daphnes - Sweet and Dry red wines 400 HA of Liatiko grown on the slopes of Mt. Psiloritis above 700
feet altitude.
Peza - Dry white wines from Villana and dry red wines from Kotsifali and Mandilaria grown on 800 HA
spread among 18 villages.
Sitia - Sweet and dry red wines made from Liatiko grown above 1800 feet encompassing 700 HA
CENTRAL GREECE & EUBOEA (33% of Greek Wine Production)
Dominated by Savatiano and Roditis, central Greece is responsible for the ubiquitous Retsina. The
wine originated when pine resin was used to seal the amphora used to transport wine. For many
people Retsina IS Greek wine. Considered an acquired taste, very few that taste it the first time enjoy
it
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WINES OF SPAIN

Bilbao

Bierzo

Navarra
Somontano

Valdeorras

Costers del Sergre

Rioja
Montsant & Priorat

Toro

Rias Baixas
Ribera del Duero

Terra Alta

Calatayud

Rueda

Métrida

Red Grapes:
Tempranillo
Garnacha
Carinena (Mazuela)
Moristel

Cariñena

Madrid

Valencia
La Mancha

Valencia

Spanish Wine Quality Levels (I.N.D.O.)
Vino de Mesa
Vino be Mesa
Vino de la Tierra
VCPRD-Vino de Calidad Producido en Region
Determinada
VCIG-Vinos de Calidad Indicacion Geografica Valdepeñas
DO-Denominacion de Origen
DOCa-Denominacion de Origen Calificada
Montilla-Moriles
DO de Pagos

Seville

Sherry
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Alicante
Almansa

Jumilla

Yecla

Barcelona
Penedes
Tarragona

White Grapes:
Airen
Albarino
Parellada
Macabeo (Viura)
Xarel-lo

Alicante

Spain – Label Laws
Vintage date = 85% from named year
Vino noble (quality wine) – at least 18 mos.
Vino añejo (aged wine) – at least 24 mos.
Vino viejo (old wine) – at least 36 mos in an oxidative state
QWPSR may use the following:
Vino de crianza (crianza wine) – at least 24 mos., 6 in wood
Reserva – at least 36 mos., 12 in wood
Gran Reserva – at least 60 mos, 18 in wood
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SPAIN
Spain has more vineyards than any other wine growing country with almost 3 million acres. The large
acreage does not always translate into large amounts of wine, however, due to infertile soils, dry
conditions and wide spaced plantings Spain is only third in wine production behind Italy and France.
Wine growing in Spain began with the Roman occupation and continued throughout the Moorish
occupation and began exporting large quantities to the rest of Europe after the Christian re-occupation.
Since the end of the Franco regime there has been increased attention paid to the Spanish wine
industry, like all wine producing countries there is new emphasis on quality and utilization of the
advantages of modern technology to produce the best quality wines possible.
Spain boasts more than 600 grape varieties but 20 of them account for more than 80% of production.
Tempranillo is considered Spain’s highest quality red grape and is the base for Rioja and many reds
from Ribero del Duero. Garnacha is another name for Grenache and it flourishes in the hot and arid
climate. In most wine regions Grenache is blended with other grapes but in Priorat old vine Garnacha
stands on its own making a dark, tannic red that needs years of cellaring. Monastrell is a synonym for
Mouvedre in Spain and is often blended with Grenache. Cariñena is another widely planted grape that
is used primarily as a blending grape and as the base for inexpensive reds. For white wines the
Albariño from northwest Spain is a popular light, fresh dry white. Other white grapes include Xarel-lo,
Macabeo (aka Viura) and Parellada the traditional grapes of Spain’s method champenois sparkling
wine, Cava. The Viura and and Parellada are also grown in other regions for still whites. Airen is the
most planted grape variety in the world but makes a fairly innocuous and acidic white wine, many of its
vineyards are being replanted to higher quality vines.
The wine regions of Spain cover the entire country and can exhibit dramatic differences in climate due
to the proximity to the ocean or influence of the numerous mountain ranges. The central plateau that
covers a large portion of Spain also influences several wine producing areas, it is the origin of several
rivers that are at the heart of the wine producing areas. La Mancha in central Spain is the largest
vineyard in the world and provides Madrid with everyday drinking wine. Ribera del Duero focuses on
red wines from Tempranillo and is home to the world famous estates of Vega Sicilia and Tinto
Pesquera. While Rueda to the west is known for white wines from Verdejo. By far the best known
region is Rioja, in north central Spain. The mountain ranges that border the area create a rain shadow
that affects the vineyards. It is here that many French winemakers came to escape the devastation of
phylloxera. With a focus on the Tempranillo grape, the French winemakers used their experience and
techniques to craft a world famous red wine. In Galicia, in the northwest, Rías Baixas is home to the
Albariño grape. It is a unique wine growing region that is wet and cool, providing the climate to
produce a crisply refreshing wine. In the northeast, Catalonia boasts some of the country’s finest
wines, Spain’s justly heralded sparkling wine (called Cava) industry is headquartered here, as well as
Priorat made from old vine Grenache. Other fine wines from the area include Montsant known for
powerful reds and Terra Alta known for red and white wines.
Spain created the Denominación de Oigin (DO) legislation in 1932 which very similar to France’s AOC
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system. The hierarchal classification begins with Vino de Mesa (VdM) or Table Wines, the least
regulated. Vinos de la Tierra (VdlT) or County Wines is for wines from large geographical areas. Vino
de Calidad Producido en Región Determindada (VCPRD) is an intermediate classification for wines that
are trying to gain full DO status. There are now more than 70 Denominación de Origen (DO) regulated
wines, each wine has its own Consejo Regulador that oversees quality and marketing. Higher than DO
is the Denominación de Origen Calificada (DOCa) only awarded to the best wine producing regions, so
far there are three; Rioja, Priorat and Ribera del Duero. A new a stricter designation has been added
for the highest quality single estate wines called Denominación de Pago, currently there are seven of
these.
In addition to these classifications, wine labels also commonly carry an age designation; Sin Crianza or
Joven wines receive little or no wood ageing, Crianza is for red wines with 6 months in oak barrels and
a total of two years, Reserva indicates a red wine with at least 3 years with one in oak and Gran
Reserva is for above average wines which receive at least 5 years ageing with 18 months in oak
barrels. The same designation can apply to white wines but have lower aging requirements.
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CHILE
Valle de Elqui

History
Missionaries founded first wineries in the 1500’s
Valle de Limari
No phylloxera, no downy mildew
Wealthy landowners established large commercial wineries
in the 1800s
Foreign investment in late 1980’s & 90’s brought
international trade
Valle de Choapa

Grape Varieties
Cabernet Sauvignon
Carmenere
Merlot
Sauvignon Blanc
Chardonnay
Pais (aka Mission)- 50% of plantings

Valle de Aconcagua
Valle de Casablanca

Label Regulations
75% must come from named Region
75% must come from named Grape Variety
75% must come from named Vintage

Valle de San Antonio

VALPARAISO
SANTIAGO

Valle de Maipo
Valle de Cachapola
Valle de Colchagua
Valle de Curico

Valle de Maule

Valle de Itata

CONCEPCION

Valle de Bio Bio
Valle de Malleco
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CHILE
The wines of Chile have received a great deal of attention in recent years as a great source of well
priced wines of high quality. What is not recognized by many consumers is that Chile has been
producing wines since the 16th century. The grape was introduced by Spanish missionaries requiring
wine for the sacrament. Many of today’s best known wineries were established in the 18th century and
rose to international prominence when the phylloxer devastated much of Europe’s vineyards. Due to
the islolation of Chile, the Andes in the East, the Pacific ocean in the west and desert to the north, the
insidious insect never appeared in the Chilean vineyards. In the late 1800’s wealthy Chilean landowner
began establishing large vineyards and wineries modeled after classic European wine estates. They
were aided by experienced winemakers escaping from the phylloxera epidemic on the continent. In
addition to becoming a source of wine for the world, Chile also became a source for grapevines.
With more than 200,000 acres planted half of Chile’s production is exported and
Label Regulations
the fine wine industry was created for the export market. The most highly Grape Variety = 75%
regarded red wines are the Bordeaux varieties of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot Vintage = 75%
and Carmenere. Until recently, much of the Carmenere was confused with Region = 75%
Merlot owing to their similarities. This grape was one of the original varieties
permitted in Bordeaux, when it fell out of favor it turned out the only place it remained was in Chile.
For white wines the Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay predominate in plantings. Although the Pais
grape variety has the most acreage under vines it produces an indifferent wine and is rarely exported,
but kept mostly for local consumption.
The highest quality growing areas are the valleys inland from the ocean. The best known and oldest
being the Maipo Valley and the Aconcagua Valley, both close to Santiago. It was in the Maipo Valley
that the first vineyards were planted in Chile, due to several microclimate areas that are perfect for
Cabernet it established Chile as a premium wine producing region. The Aconcagua Valley was planted
in the late 1800s. As the market for Chilean wines grows the producers are expanding their vineyards
out of the traditional warmer inland valleys and looking for cooler growing regions like the Casablanca
Valley where Pinot Noir is now being planted. Rounding out the premium wine producing valleys is the
Rapel Valley located south of the Maipo with the subdistricts of the Colchagua and Cachapoal both
home to ppremium wines. The rest of the valleys, the Curico, Maule, Itata and Bio-Bio are dedicated
to producing wines for the home market.
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ARGENTINA
Jujuy
Salta

Catamarca
La Rioja
Cordoba
San Juan
Mendoza

Buenos Aires

La Pampa
Rio Negro

RED GRAPES
Bonarda
42,000
Malbec
38,000
Cabernet
30,000
Sauvignon
Syrah
20,000
Merlot
14,000
Tempranillo
12,000

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres

WHITE GRAPES
Pedro Giminez 38,000 acres
Torrontes
20,000 acres
Chardonnay
12,000 acres
Chenin Blanc
8,000 acres
Ugni Blanc
7,500 acres
Criolla
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ARGENTINA
Argentina is the world’s fifth largest wine producer with over 500,000 acres of vines, and an industry
dating to the Spanish Missionaries in the 1500’s. For much of the 1800’s and 1900’s Argentine
winemakers concentrated on turning out enormous quantities of wine for domestic consumption. At
one point the Argentines were consuming 26.4 gallons of wine per capita. By the 1980s domestic wine
consumption plummeted and the industry had to look for other markets. In order to meet the quality
demands of the export market wineries had to modernize not only their equipment but their style of
winemaking as well. With international companies providing both capitol and winemaking expertise
they have been able of provide not only exceptional value wines but also have begun producing some
great wines that stand up to the most rigorous qualitative judgements.
The high altitude wine growing areas are blessed with a warm, sunny and dry growing season which
provides ripe grapes free of pests and mildew. Like Chile, Argentina has never been subjected to
phylloxera infestation and many of its old vines are planted on their own rootstock.
The areas soils
have a high content of pebbles and stones, providing the necessary drainage. Although annual rainfull
is low, the run-off from the Andes Mountains provides plenty of water for irrigation.
The Mendoza region is the heart of the growing regions boasting 80% of the vineyards and most of the
countries wineries. With more than 350,000 acres of vineyards it is one of the worlds largest wine
growing regions. Its two most important sub-districts are Lujan de Cuyo and Maipu. Cafayette is a
sub region of Salta and is kown for the wines from the Torrontes grape. Other wine growing regions
are: San Juan with the second most acreage of vineyards (115,000); Catamarca; La Rioja; Neuquen
and Rio Negro.
While Argentina grows the full array of international varieties for export the most important are
Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon and the Malbec of Southwestern France. Here the ordinary Malbec
becomes extraordinary, producing a world class wine of distinction with intense flavors that exceed
anything the grape produces anywhere else, except perhaps Cahors, France. For white wines the
Torrontes is an Argentine original believed to be a cross between Muscat of Alexandria and the
common Criolla, producing a fresh, light and aromatic wine. In addition there is a substiantial acreage
of Bonarda, the second most widely plnated variety, it is light-bodied, fruity red that is generally used
as a blending grape. The Criolla grape, introduced by the Spanish Missionaries, is the work horse
white grape producing everything from table grapes, grape concentrate and simple wines.
The wines are usually labeled after the grape variety and a region of origin. The varietal requirement
on labels is 80%, while geographic indications (IG) of origin are still a work in progess. Argentina also
prohibits chaptilisation (the addition of sugar to the must prior to fermentation) for all wines.
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GRAPE VARIETIES
Red
Shiraz – 107,000 acres
Cabernet Sauvignon – 68,270 acres
Merlot – 26,000 acres
Pinot Noir – 10,000 acres
Grenache – 5,000 acres

AUSTRALIA

Queensland
Western Australia
Margaret River
Swan Valley

White
Chardonnay- 75,000 acres
Semillon – 16,000 acres
Sauvignon Blanc – 13,000 acres
Riesling – 11,000 acres

South Australia
Barossa Valley
McLaren Vale
Clare Valley
Coonawarra
Padthaway

New South Wales
Hunter Valley
Cowra
Orange
Mudgee
Canberra

Riverland
Labels

Victoria
Rutherglen
Great Western
Goulburn Valley
Yarra Valley
Geelong

85% of named variety
OR
If a blend of varieties the grapes must be
listed in order of predominance
85% of named region
85% of vintage
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AUSTRALIAN WINES
The first wine grapevines were planted in Australian around Sydney in 1788. Since then Australia has
grown to become the sixth largest producer and the fourth largest exporter of wine. Initially Australia
wine producers focused on producing sweet fortified wines (called ‘stickies’) and large amounts of bulk
wine for ‘bag in box’. Increasingly the focus has been on producing high quality wines from
exceptional estates. In 1955 Max Shubert first made his Grange wine, now considered to be one of the
world’s greatest wines. Prior to 1960 the industry was dominated by large companies, today more
than 1,600 of the wineries have been founded after 1960 and most are small family owned estates.
With the wide range of climates and soils, Australia is capable of growing the full panoply of great wine
producing grapes. The Australian winemakers have been leaders in the technological innovation,
through the Australian Wine Research Institute and the ability of the winemakers to travel to the
northern hemisphere in their off season and have the opportunity to make wine with old world
winemakers, thereby giving them the ability to learn at twice the rate of other winemakers.
The majority of the 400,000 acres of wine grapes are grown on the outer edges of the continent in
Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales. The cooling influences of the ocean
combined with the more southerly regions provide the necessary climatic conditions for fine wine. The
center of Australia is typically too hot and dry for grapevines to thrive and the northern regions of the
continent too wet. The largest wine growing area is South Australia with over 180,000 acres of grapes.
It is home to some of the country’s best known wine growing regions. New South Wales boasts the
Hunter Valley, source of great semillon and one the earliest wine growing regions. Victoria is noted for
producing vast quantities of wine as well as dessert wines, but also is home to the Yarra Valley, an
exciting cool climate region producing great Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. Western Australia though
small in acreage is large in quality. A enormously large amount of wine comes from the irrigated
Riverina district that spreads over three States; Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia.
Australia utilizes a system called Geographical Indication (GI) to identify the origin of its wines, adopted
in response to the EU requirements for imported wines. The GI’s are divided into approved Zones,
Regions and Sub-Regions depending on size. Since many Australian wines traditionally were blends
from several regions or vineyards the South Eastern Australia designation was defined, encompassing
an enormous area including all of New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania and parts of South Australia
and Queensland. In addition there are numerous regulations regarding labeling, however the
important facts are to remember that a named grape variety, region or vintage on the label requires a
minimum of 85%. For wines that are blends of different grape varieties the grape varieties must be
listed in order of their proportions in the blend.
Any discussion of the grape varieties grown in Australia must start with Shiraz, the most widely planted
variety. The same as the Rhone Valley’s Syrah it produces Australia’s most significant wines. Cabernet
Sauvignon, Grenache and Pinot noir round out the red grapes. For whites Chardonnay is the most
significant with half the acreage of Shiraz, Semillon has significant acreage planted and of course the
rest of the international varieties are represented including Sauvignon Blanc and Riesling.
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SPARKLING WINE PRODUCTION
Method Champenois: Also referred to the traditional method and the classic method, the Methode
Champenois is a rigorous production process meant to produce the best sparkling wine possible.
1. Champagne is limited to the use of three grape varieties; Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Pinot Meunier.
2. There is a limited extraction of juice from the grapes; 26.4gal/350lbs of grapes.
3. Primary alcoholic fermentation takes place in stainless steel tanks or neutral wood vessels followed by malolactic fermentation.
4. Blending of base wine and reserve wines (assemblage) for the cuvee; this difficult process requires a highly
trained taster who knows how to blend up to 200 wines of widely different tastes to achieve a consistent
house style.
5. The final cuvee or blend is bottled with cane sugar & yeast ( liqueur de tirage) which permits a secondary
fermentation (prise de mousse) to take place in the bottle.
6. After secondary fermentation, which produces the bubbles, the wines undergo a process to remove the
sediment from the bottle called Riddling (Remuage) and Disgorging (Degorgement). Once done by hand
using special racks (pupitres) it is now done by machine (gyro palettes).
7. A final topping up of a sweetening Dosage (liqueur de dosage) is added prior to corking, then required bottle
aging (1yr for non-vintage, 3 for vintage) before being released for sale.
Bulk or Charmat process: In this method the secondary fermentation takes place in large tanks and is bottled
under pressure to retain the bubbles.
Transfer process: The secondary fermentation takes place in individual bottles, but instead of riddling and
disgorging the individual bottles the wine is removed to large tanks and the sediment is filtered out. The final
dosage is added and the wine is re-bottled.
Gas Injection: Used for the least expensive wines. This uses the same method as soft drinks to add sparkle.
The bubbles tend to be large and dissipate rather quickly.
Once the wines are bottled there are labeled by the level of dosage added.
o Brut Nature or Brut Zero- Champagne with no dosage added, the driest style.
o Brut – Very dry; <1% liqueur added.
o Extra Sec – Extra Dry; 1-3% liqueur added.
o Sec – Dry; 3-5% liqueur added.
o Demi-Sec – Slightly Dry; 5-8% liqueur added.
o Doux – Sweet; 8-15% liqueur added.
In addition to the style on the label you may also some other names meant to indicate the type of wine
produced.
o Blanc de Blanc: wines from white grapes only (Chardonnay)
o Blanc de Noir: wines made from red grapes only.
o Rose Champagne: can be made from a blend of red and white wine as opposed to most rose’s which are
made by macerating the skins with the juice for a period of hours.
o Vintage Champagne: indicates wine from a single harvest, most producers make the bulk of the wine a
blend of multiple vintages in order that they maintain a consistent taste from bottling to bottling.
o Cremant – French term for wines produced outside the Champagne region using the traditional method.
Also may be used for wines which are less “fizzy”, 2-3 atmospheres of pressure versus the normal 5-6
atmospheres.
o Cuvee Prestige – Flagship styles, the best a house can produce.
o Grand Marques – Largest and best known of France’s Champagne houses
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SPARKLING WINES
The fame of sparkling wines has always been headlined by Champagne the famous French sparkling
wine that invented the category. The name of the region comes from the Latin term for the rolling
countryside NE of Rome, Campagna. Although wine from the area was mentioned as early as the fifth
century AD, it was not until the early part of the 1800’s that the wine we now know as Champagne
came into being. Improvements in glass production provided bottles that did not break under the
pressure, better corks and a scientific understanding of the secondary fermentation were the necessary
antecedents to the production of a fully sparkling wine. The contributions of the Franciscan friar, Dom
Perigon, in understanding how to blend different wines to make a more complete wine and the
experiments of the Widow (Veuve) Clicquot in remuage and degorgement provided the foundation for
the methode champenois (Champagne Method) in use today. Champagne’s prestige and reputation
are reflected in its prices and there are many alternatives throughout the wine making world.
Spain - Cava
Spain has been producing sparkling wines since the mid 1800’s, Josep Raventos of Codorniu decided to
emulate the French Champagne producers and began making sparkling wine in the 1860’s. Initially
calling the wines xampán or Champan, the term Cava was adopted to distinguish them from other
sparkling wines. The term comes from the Catalan word for ‘cave’. Cava wines must use the
Champagne method, however they originally used grape varieties indigenous to the area; Macebeo,
Xarel-lo and Parellada. Updates to the regulations now permit the use of the classic Champange
varieties. Currently there are more than 250 producers of Cava with 95% of the wine coming from the
Penedes region in Northeast Spain. Any Spanish sparkling wine that does not use the Champagne
method for production must call it’s wines ‘Vino Espumoso’] or ‘Spanish Sparkling Wine’.
Italy - Spumante & Prosecco
In Italy the term for sparkling wines is ‘spumante’. The two best known sparkling wines from Italy are
Asti Spumante and Prosecco. Asti Spumante or sparkling wine from Asti is made in the Piedmont
region of Italy, generally a very sweet sparkling wine from the Moscato grape. Once called ‘poor man’s
Champagne’ it does not share Champagne’s dryness or rich, toasty aromas. Another well known Italian
sparkling wine is Prosecco, from Northeast Italy’s Veneto region. There are several variants with
Prosecco di Conegliano-Valdobbiadene considered the finest, it is a DOCG wine, Italy’s highest quality
designation. The wine is based on the Prosecco grape and can be made fully sparkling (spumante),
lightly sparkling (frizzante) or very rarely as a still wine. Both Asti Spumante and Prosecco use the
Charmat method for production. Italy’s finest sparkling wine, called Franciacorta, is made with the
methode champenois (called metodo classico) and uses only Chardonnay, Pinot Nero (Pinot Noir) and
Pinot Bianco (Pinot Blanc). It is also a DOCG wine.
California
California sparkling wine dates to 1852 when Korbel began producing a sparkling wine. In the latter
half of the twentieth century a plethora of new producers sprung up, many of them owned by well
established European producers; Domaine Chandon by Moet & Chandon, Domaine Carneros by
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Taittinger and Gloria Ferrer owned by the Ferrer family from Spain. American regulations actually
permit the use of “American Champagne” on the label and do not stipulate which process to use, but
top producers use the methode champenois and eschew using the term ‘Champagne’ on the label.
One popular synonym to use is “methode traditional” while another is “Fermented in this bottle”.
American producers focus on cooler growing areas, Carneros region or Anderson Valley in Mendocino
County.
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FORTIFIED WINES
PORT

Port Types
Location: Northern Portugal, three areas: Baixo Corgo, Cima
Ruby
Corgo and Douro Superior
Tawny
Type or Wine: Full Bodied Sweet Fortified Wine,
Colheita
Grape Varieties: 40 permitted, most important are: Touriga
Late Bottled Vintage
Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Francesa, Tinta Cao, Tinta
Single Quinta
Barroca, Tinta Amarela
Vintage
Soil: Predominantly Schistous
Fortified during fermentation to maintain sweetness
Major town is Villa Nova de Gaia, also town of Oporto gave it’s name to the wine

SHERRY

Location: Southwestern Spain
Type of Wine: Range of Styles from dry to dessert sweet;
Grape Varieties: Palomino, Pedro Ximinez
Soil: Albariza (chalk)
Winemaking Process: Fortified and sweetened after fermentation
Flor yeast infects wine during primary fermentation
Solera System used to blend wines
Major town is Xeres, Angelicanized to Sherry

Sherry Types
Fino
Manzanilla
Amontillado
Paolo Cortado
Olorosso
Cream

MADEIRA

Location: Island off the Coast of Africa
Type of Wine: Range of Styles from dry to dessert sweet
Grape Varieties: Terranttez, Tinta Negra Mole, Sercial,
Verdellho, Bual, Malmsey
Soil: terraces called poios, volcanic rock
Winemaking Process: Table wines are fortified after
fermentation for dry styles, during fermentation for sweet
styles
Wines are aged in hot houses “Estufa” for six months
Age Designations: Reserve, Special Reserve, Exceptional Reserve
years in cask before bottling)

The Solera System
Wine is taken from the oldest or bottom barrel and
bottled. The bottom barrels are then refilled with
wine from the 1st Criadera (nursery), and the
1st Criadera barrels are refilled with wine from
the 2nd Criadera barrels.

Madeira Types
Sercial
Verdellho
Bual
Malmsey

and Vintage (minimum 20

Barrels

2nd Criadera
1st Criadera
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PORT
History of Port
Originally a coarse red wine from the upper Douro Valley, port has
Port, port
evolved into one of the world’s great wines. The original merchants
No Englishman ought
Consider he’s done his duty
were English traders dealing in wool and salt-cod, over time some
‘Till he’s had beneath his belt
of them began to specialize in shipping wine. In the mid-eighteenth
A bottle of the old and fruity
century Port shippers began adding brandy to the still fermenting
Old English Drinking Song
wine. The fortification was originally used to assure a trouble free
journey to England, and it was not without criticism. The heady, sweet wine required additional aging
at the Port shippers lodges in order to soften and completely integrate the flavors. By the midnineteenth century Port as we know it today had been firmly established.
Port Production
The Port vineyards lay inland from the towns of Oporto and Vila Nova di Gaia along the Douro
river. The soil is schistous and very difficult to work. The vineyards are divided into three main areas;
Baixa Corgo, Cima Corgo, and Douro Superior. Although there are over forty grape varieties permitted
in the vineyards there are six that predominate: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Tinta Cao,
Touriga Francesa, Tinta Barroca, and Tinta Amarela. The steep vineyards are farmed by
thousands of small landholders and harvested by hand. The grapes are brought to the press houses
where many are still built of stone. Though the image of men and women joyously crushing the
grapes by feet continues, it’s actual occurrence is limited to photo opportunities for tourists. As the
wine ferments the yeast convert the sugars in the grapes to alcohol. Before all the sugar has been
converted brandy is added to stop fermentation and preserve the signature sweetness of the wine. The
wine then will spend two winters in casks (called “pipes”) containing 600-700 litres before being
shipped downriver to Oporto or Vila Nova di Gaia. The wines are then classified as bottle aged or
wood aged before being aged or bottled. There are numerous styles of port; the wood ports refer to
wines which are aged extensively in casks prior to bottling. The wood ports include the Tawny ports,
these wines can be some of the finest. The average number of years aging will be listed on the label.
There are excellent 20 and 30 year old tawnies. Named for their color as a result of their longer wood
ageing, they are lighter and more complex than rubies. Late Bottled Vintage are similar in style to a
Tawny port, Late Bottled Vintage spend four to six years in cask before being bottled. However, all the
wines are from a single year. All wood aged ports have very little sediment due to the cask aging. A
Colheita represents a wine style between a vintage and a tawny, these wines spend at least seven
years in wood before bottling. They indicate a vintage as well as the year of bottling.. The bottle aged
ports include Ruby ports, the simplest of ports is a blend of vintages and requires at least three years
of wood aging before bottling. Fresh, fruity and sweet they are enjoyed as aperitifs as well as after
dinner. Vintage ports are much sought after at auctions, vintage port can live for decades in the
bottle, in fact most vintage ports are not ready to drink until they are 20 years old. These wines spend
only 2 years in cask before bottling. As they age they throw sediment, which requires decanting.
Superior years are declared as vintage, thus only a fraction of all ports are produced as vintage.
Because vintage years are only declared about 3 times per decade another type of port has emerged
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called Single Quinta ports. These are the product of a single superior vineyard or estate, due to the
better quality of wine they produce. These estate (quinta) wines provide high quality vintage wines
from good years. White port is rarely seen, however a small amount of white port is produced for
consumption as an aperitif.
Recent Vintages
Vintages are declared only an average of 3 times per decade. Not all vintages will be declared by all
producers. The following are the most universally declared vintages: 45, 55, 60, 63, 66, 70, 75, 83,
85, 87, 91, 94. These are great wines for the cellar, the English have a tradition of laying down
vintage port for their children.
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DISTILLED SPIRITS
Spirit

Base
Materials

Distillation
Method

Proof at
Distillatio
n

Aging & Special Characteristics

Brandy

Grapes

Continous or Pot

Varies

Varies

Cognac

grapes

Pot Still (Double)

140º

Armagnac
California Brandy
Grappa
Calvados

grapes
grapes
grape pomace

Continous or Pot

104º - 140º

From limited area
VS- 2½ yrs, in oak Barrels,
VSOP-4.5 yrs in oak Barrels,
XO,etc-6.5 yrs in oak Barrels,
2½ yrs in oak Barrels,
varies
usu none

apples

Pot Still

140º

Apple Jack
Eaux-de-Vie
Pear Williams
Framboise
Kirschwasser
Pflumli, Mirabelle
Slivovitz, Quetsch,

apples
various fruits
bartlett pears
raspberries
cherries
plums

Continous
Continous or Pot
Pot Still
Pot Still
Pot Still
Pot Still

140º
100º
100º
100º
100º
100º

From limited area
24-60 in oak barrels
1 to 5 years
unaged
unaged
unaged
unaged
in oak barrels?

Grain
Malted barley
dried over peat
smoke

Continous

Varies

Varies

Pot Still (Double)

140º

3-4 yrs in used sherry or American Whiskey
barrels,

pot still

Prunelle
Whiskey

Scotch Single Malt
Scotch, blended

Single malt blended w/ grain whiskey

Bourbon

Irish grains; oats,
barley, rye, wheat
> 51% Corn, new
charred oak
barrels, Plus rye +
malted barley

Rye

> 51% Rye

Continous

<

2+ yrs in new charred oak barrels

Grain (Scotland)

continous

>160º

neutral flavor, made for blending

Vodka

any grain
usu. corn, wheat
or potatoes

Continuos

190º

Gin
Rum

usu. Grain j
molasses

Continuos still
continuos still

none

charcoal filtered
neutral spirits are re-distilled with uniper
berries & other flavoring ingredients
White - one year, Anejo - 3 years,
Special up to six years

Tequila

100% Blue Agave

Pot still (double)

Irish

Pot Still (Triple)

172º

4 yrs

Pot or Continous

<160º

2+ yrs; sour mash process

From Jalisco, limited areas; 4 age categories
blanco not aged, stored for 2 months
joven abocado blanco w/caramel added
'gold' usu. sweet
reposado >2 mos in oak (tank or barrel)
anejo >1yr oak barrels

Mezcal

Different agaves
permitted
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DISTILLED SPIRITS
All forms of beverage alcohol, whether spirits, wine, or beer are initially based on fermentation, which
is the process of decomposition of organic materials containing carbohydrates. Fermentation occurs in
nature whenever the two necessary ingredients, carbohydrates and yeast are available.
In making
wine and beer, the important process is the fermentation itself. Where as wine has an alcohol content
of 8%-14% and beer from 2% - 8%, distilled spirits are usually in the range of 35% - 50%. The
difference is made with the process of distillation, which wine and beer do not go through.
The principle of distillation is based upon the different boiling points of alcohol (174 degrees) and water
(212 degrees). If a liquid containing ethyl alcohol is heated to a temperature between these two
points and the vapor emitted is condensed, the condensate will have a higher alcohol concentration or
strength. Some spirits undergo multiple distillations to impart different desired characteristics. Each
succeeding distillation increases the alcohol level to a maximum of 96% (192 proof).
The raw materials used for making distilled spirits are of two basic types: those containing a high
concentration of natural sugars and those containing starches and other carbohydrates that can easily
be converted into sugars by enzyme. Sugary items include grapes, sugarcane, agave, molasses, and
sugar itself. Commonly used starchy items include corn, rye, rice, barley, wheat, and potatoes.
Distillation occurs primarily in one of two mechanisms: the alembic (pot) still and the continuous still.
Pot stills are used in the production of Cognac, single-malt scotch, and some Irish whiskey. The history
of the pot still has been traced back to the Moors who brought it into Ireland, where Irish monks took
it into Scotland. Most other spirits are made using continuous stills, as they are considered to be more
efficient than their “old world” counterpart. The continuous still was patented in 1843 and that model
remains the prototype for all that type of still manufactured today. Most products produced with this
still are neutral and may have flavors added.
Aside from specific product categories {whiskey, brandy, vodka) another method used for
distinguishing distilled spirits is aged or unaged. Vodka, gin, neutral spirits, some types of rum, and
some types of brandy are all unaged. Whiskey, cognac, and most other dark spirits must be aged for
specific periods that are usually mandated by law. These are aged in wooden barrels in order to
develop specific characteristics of taste, aroma, and color. Most commonly the barrels are made of
white oak, because it is one of the few types of wood that can hold liquids, while still allowing the
process of breathing through the wood’s pores. The pore size allows small molecules like water to
move through the wood more easily than larger alcohol molecules. This breathing process is caused by
temperature and humidity differences between the liquid inside the barrel and the air surrounding it.
Choosing specific barrels for this process is another important decision that effects aging. Some spirits
are aged in new barrels and others in barrels that have been previously used for aging wine, sherry,
and various other spirits. This imparts subtle differences in taste, aroma, and color. Another
consideration for aging spirits is whether to use American or French oak. Many experts tout the
benefits of using one or the other, but neither is considered “correct” because it is a question of what
characteristics are desired in that particular spirit.
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BRANDY
Brandy is a high alcohol spirit derived from distilled wine. The word ‘brandy’ comes from the Dutch
word brandewijn, which means burnt wine. In current usage brandy may refer to a spirit derived from
any fruit, including apples, pears, plums, cherries and even raspberries. There are numerous types of
brandies:
Cognac: The best known and most highly regarded brandy. Cognac is produced in the western
French district of Charente and tightly regulated with regards to production and aging. Produced in six
zones around the town of Cognac, the wine is made predominantly from the Ugni Blanc grape and
must be triple distilled in copper pot stills and aged a minimum two and one half years.
Armagnac: From southwestern France and less well known than Cognac, Armagnac differs not only
in region of production but in grape varieties
Eau-de-Vie: French for ‘water of life’, the name medieval alchemists gave to that elixir for which they
searched, the precious water of life that would keep men alive for centuries. The following eaux de
vies are produced throughout Europe: Poire William, from Williams pears; Gravensteiner, apple brandy;
Mirabelle, Quetsch, Prunelle, Pflumli and Slivovitz from plums, Framboise from cherries, and Fraise
from strawberries.
These brandies colorless and un-aged, the best are extremely smooth and
exceptionally aromatic.
Marc: A specialty of Burgundy this brandy is made from the pomace or leftover skins, stems and
seeds of wine production. Usually aged in barrels this can be a very harsh spirit and is not usually
produced in commercial quantities.
Grappa: An Italian brandy produced from the pomace of wine. In recent years it has becomje
fashionable and the quality has increased dramatically. Unlike Marc it is not wood aged and is
colorless. The trend has been to sell the product in dramatically designed bottles.
Calvados: A regulated French apple brandy made from apple cider and aged I oak barrels. Calvados
has its on Appellation. The quality and character can be as complex as Cognac. Calvados du Pays
d’Auge is the highest quality requiring a minimum of *** years of aging in barrels.
Spanish Brandies: Spain is one of the largest brandy producers in the world. 65% of their brandies
come from southern Spain. They use a solera system to achieve consistency of flavor.
Mastika:
Pisco:
Tsipoura:
California Alembic Brandies – Germain Robin, RMS, Jepson, St George Spirits, Clear Creek Distillery
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COGNAC

LA ROCHELLE

JARNAC
COGNAC

6 Zones
Bois Ordinaires
Bon Bois
Fin Bois
Bordieres
Petite Champagne
Grande Champagne

Fine Champagne = >51% Grande
Champagne + Petite Champagne

Grapes
Ugni Blanc
French Colombard
Folle Blanche

Bordeaux

Aging

Major Houses & Tete du Cuvee

VS or 3 Star – 2 ½ years in barrel
VSOP, VO or Reserve – 4 years in barrel
XO, Napolean, Extra, Vielle Reserve or Hors
d’Age – 6 years in barrel

Courvoisier – XO Imperial, Erté Collection
Delamain – Reserve de la Famille
Hennesey – Paradis Extra, Richard
Hine - Triomphe
Kelt – XO, Petra
Martel – XO Supreme
Remy Martin – Louis XIII
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COGNAC
Cognac is the best known and most highly regarded brandy in the world. Cognac is produced in
western France in the district of Charente and tightly regulated with regards to production and aging.
Produced in six zones around the town of Cognac, the wine is made predominantly from the Ugni Blanc
grape and must be triple distilled in copper pot stills and aged a minimum of two and one half years.
The word ‘brandy’ comes from the Dutch word brandewijn, which means burnt wine.
6 Zones
Cognac has six zones of production around the town of the same name.
Grande Champagne
Cognac from the area of Grand Champagne and Petite Champagne have a long
Petite Champagne
aging potential and considered to produce the finest Cognac. If wine comes Bordieres
from 51% or more Grande Champagne and the balance from Petite Champagne Fin Bois
the Cognac is entitled to be called “Fine Champagne”. The other zones are Bon Bois
Bois Ordinaires
Bordieres, which adds a mellowness to the final product, while more rustic
Cognacs come from Fin Bois, Bon Bois, and Bois Ordinaires zones. The restricted production area
means that the supply of Cognac will always be limited.
The soil on which the grapes are grown is a calcerous chalk which produces very acidic wines. The
proximity to the ocean provides for a very moderate climate. The grape varieties which are permitted
include the Folle Blanche, which dominated the vineyards prior to the phylloxera invasion but are now
very minor. Currently the most prevalent grape planted is the Ugni Blanc also know as Trebbiano. The
Colombard is also permitted.
When distilling Cognac only copper Alembic stills (pot stills) with an open flame may be used. This
labor-intensive method insures the finest quality while requiring greater skill on the part of the distiller.
There are two distillations. The first called “broulis” produces a spirit at about 30% alcohol. The first
and last parts of the distillate (Tete & Taille) are discarded, the center (Bonne Chauffe) is re-distilled at
about 70% alcohol.
Cognac Houses
The final product is aged in oak barrels made from the forests of Troncais &
Courvoisier
Limousin. The barrels, which are made from wood that has been cured for seven
Delamin
years, provide oxidation, tannin and flavor. The barrels from Troncais are more
Hennesey
Hine
porous than Limousin which means the spirit will age quicker. Each year 3% of
Kelt
the brandy is lost through evaporation, this “Angels Share” can be seen as a soot
Martell
Pierre Ferrand
on the roofs of the houses in Cognac. Although some Cognac will spend up to
Remy Martin
forty or fifty years in barrel, most Cognac are aged less. Cognac blenders will
blend many different Cognacs to achieve a consistent house style from year to
year. The regulations also permit additions of cane sugar syrup of less than 2%, caramel and “le
boise” (essence of oak chips).

The government has established the following aging requirements for Cognac: VS or 3 Star – 2 ½
years in barrel, VSOP, VO or Reserve – 4 years in barrel, XO, Napolean, Extra, Vielle Reserve or Hors
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d’Age – 6 years in barrel. Many of the finest bottlings however may be an average of 15 to 60 years
old. In 1963 the authorities forbade the use of vintage dating on Cognac, although there may still be
some in the market. 1989 regulations were changed, permitting the bottling of vintage Cognacs. Still
a very limited number are produced.
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GRAPPA
Grappa is a clear, high-alcohol brandy from Italy distilled from the pomace of wine grapes. Pomace is
the left over skins, seeds and stems after the grapes have gone through the wine press.
The production of Grappa in Italy dates back more than 1500 years. In feudal Italy the lord of the land
allowed the peasants to keep the pomace or ‘vinaccia’. From this the peasants in turn began producing
a rough, high alcohol spirit for their own use.
Every aspect of Grappa production is controlled by Italian law, from the composition of the pomace,
the distillation, and the maximum alcohol content (86%). No addition of water to the pomace is
permitted which means that yields are miniscule. One ton of pomace produces about a pound of
Grappa. Producers msut use single pot distillation and only the heart of the distillate is used. As the
pomace is heated in the still the steam given off by the pomace is collected. The steam heat is gentler
than a direct heat source and it does not scorch the pomace, producing unwanted flavors. Vintage
dating is permitted although rare. There is no aging regimen required but many producers age in
stainless steel tanks and some in wood, which imparts flavor & color to the spirit. Liquors made from
fully fermented grapes (not just the pomace) cannot be called grappa and are know as aquavite d’uva.
Examples are Nonino’s Ue and Jacobo Poli’s Uva Viva.
Pomace from white wines comes directly from the press prior to fermentation so they must be
fermented prior to distillation, yeast may be added though strictly controlled. Pomace from red grapes
is completely fermented, while the roses are partly fermented. Due to this the red grape varieties are
said to produce purer flavors. While Grappas from white grapes are softer, more aromatic, red grapes
produce more full bodied and stronger grappas.
As winemakers have tried to improve their wines by not using all of the press wine, this has resulted in
better quality pomace. Cool growing regions (Piedmont, Fruili, Trentino-Alto Adige, Veneto) produce
higher acidities, which makes for better quality Grappa. Originally all the pomace was put together and
one Grappa produced, newer high quality producers separately identify the grape variety as well as
grower and DOC.

MARC
In France, brandy made from pomace is called ‘Marc’. It is made predominantly in Alsace, Champagne,
and the Rhone Valley. Unlike top quality brandies, Marc is usually only distilled once. The result is a
coarser, rougher product. Due to its raw nature it is not often consumed by itself but is added to
espresso or cassis. The best known is ‘Marc de Bourgogne’ and is frequently aged in oak barrels
giving it a tawny color and smoother texture.
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SCOTCH WHISKY
Whisky is Scotland’s #1 export, best known for their blended whiskies. There
are actually three types of Scotch Whisky; Malt, Grain and Blended. In order
to be called Scotch Whisky it must be matured in oak casks in Scotland for a
minimum of three years and bottled at 80 proof or higher. Most Scotch
Whisky is bottled in Scotland although it is not required.
Grain whiskies are not normally bottled and sold, instead they are used for
blending with Malt whiskies. Grain Whiskies can be made from numerous
different grains and use the more efficient continuous still (also called a Patent
or Coffey still).
Blended whiskies account for **% of all Scotch Whisky sold. In 1853,
Andrew Usher invented Blended Whisky by combining lighter Grain Whisky
with Single Malts. Their lighter character and less intense flavor have made
them popular worldwide as a before and after dinner cocktail.

Blended Scotch
Whiskey
Chivas Regal
Cutty Sark
Dewar’s
Famous Grouse
Haig Pinch
J&B
Johnny Walker
Single Malt Scotch
Ardberg - Islay
Auchentoshan
Bowmore – Islay
Dalmore – Highland
Dalwhinnie
Glenfarclas – Speyside
Glenfarclas - Speyside
Cragganmore - Speyside
Glenfiddich – Speyside
Glengoyne - Lowland
Glenkinchie - Lowland
Glenlivet - Speyside
Glenmorangie Highland
Highland Park – Orkney
Knockando Lagavulin - Islay
Laphroaig – Islay
Macallan - Speyside
Oban - Highland
Redbank Talisker - Highland

Originally all Scotch Whisky was Single Malt; the product of a single distillery
made from 100% malted barley, dried over a peat fire and twice distilled in a
copper pot still. Vatted Malt Whisky is the term used to refer to a blend of
several different Single Malt whiskies. The peat used to dry the malted barley
produces a distinctive smoky character to the spirit. Single Malt Whiskies are
usually identified by the region they come from; Highland, Lowland,
Campbelltown or Islay. The Lowland are lightest in both flavor and color.
Islay, from the Island of that name, are the heaviest and most full bodied,
deriving their distinctive character from the sea air and the type of peat found
in the area. Although the Campbelltown area is now limited to two distilleries the whiskies are also full
bodied with a smoky tang. The Highlands whiskies are the most numerous, displaying more body and
character with a rich mellowness. The Highlands are also sub-divided into several sub regions;
Speyside, Northern Highlands, The Islands (Orkney, Mull, Jura and Skye)
In order to make Scotch Whisky the grain is finely ground then soaked in hot water in a mash tun.
The liquid, now called wort, is cooled pumped to a wash back, has yeast added and allowed to
ferment. A strong beer called pot ale results. It is this pot ale that is twice distilled in the copper stills
(note that grain whiskies use the continuous still) giving a clear spirit that is aged in oak barrels. The
Scottish government requires that all Scotch Whisky be aged for at least three years in oak barrels,
though in actual practice many are aged for two or more times that. If the bottle indicates an age on
the label then the youngest whisky must have been aged for at least that amount of time. The oak
barrels contribute a wide variety of flavors to the whisky, depending on the type of oak used, the barrel
maker and even the size of the barrel. Many distilleries re-use American whiskey, Sherry, Port or even
Madeira barrels, thus imparting an ever-wider range of flavors.
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AMERICAN WHISKEY
Place of origin – bourbon (Kentucky)
whiskey (Canada and Tennessee)
General knowledge – as a rule, Canadian whiskies are light-bodied, slightly pale and have a
reputation for being mellow. Whiskey distillers in Canada take great pride in blending their product
from whiskies of various ages to achieve a consistent and mellow taste. Although several styles of
whiskey have been produced in the U.S., it is bourbon that was designated as America’s native spirit
according to a congressional act in 1964. By law, bourbon can be made anywhere in the U.S., but the
vast majority is made in Kentucky. Bourbon is a straight whiskey, so no blending is permitted and
there are no additives with the exception of water to reduce proof. All bourbon is whiskey, but all
whiskey is not bourbon. Tennessee whiskey is also straight whiskey, but includes an extra step. After
the distilled spirit is collected, to remove impurities it is filtered through maple charcoal in large,
wooden vats before aging.
Ingredients – Grain spirits derived primarily from corn and the remainder from barley, wheat or rye,
and filtered or distilled water. With bourbon, the formula is 51% - 70% corn, 20% either wheat or rye,
and 10% malted barley. Tennessee and Canadian whiskies allow proportions of 51% - 79% corn, and
the remainder can be any proportion of wheat and/or rye. Rye whiskey requires that at least 51% of
the grain be rye, but the few producers that bottle rye whiskey use more.
Aging – the American versions require a minimum of two years’ aging in new charred American oak
barrels, and if the whiskey has been aged less than four years, the age of the whiskey must be stated
on the label. No coloring or flavoring is allowed to imitate the character of oak aging. Canadian
whiskies age for a minimum of three years, with over half of them being shipped in barrels to America
for bottling.
History – Throughout the American revolution, the Civil War, and particularly prohibition, the then
sparsely populated Kentucky and Tennessee were the perfect places for secretly distilling these spirits
that were otherwise unavailable. Whiskey making however dates back to the early 1600’s in Ireland.
Brands that we carry – house, George Dickle, Jack Daniels, Baker’s Small Batch, Maker’s Mark,
Overholt, Wild Turkey 101, 7 Crown, Canadian Club, Crown Royal, and V.0.
American Whiskey
Bourbon – >51% corn, 2yrs new charred oak barrels
Rye – >51% rye
Tennessee – Must be from Tennessee
Bottled in Bond – Refers to keeping unbottled whiskey in a government controlled warehouse as a
means of delaying taxes and guaranteeing quality
Straight – unblended whiskey
Single Barrel
Small Batch
Blantons, Woodford Reserve, Basil Hayden, Knob Creek, Wild Turkey Reserve
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OUZO
Ouzo is an anise flavored spirit produced exclusively in Greece. Records indicate it has been produced
since the the second millenium B.C.E. It is believed to have originated on the island of Lesvos and is
now considered to be the national drink of Greece. (Per capita consumption is about 1.5 qts/year)
Ouzo is typically consumed with the small appetizers called Mezedes, it is served in cafes throughout
Greece. When mixed with water the drink turns a cloudy, opaque white color. This is due to the
primary flavoring agent, anise oil, which is more soluble in alcohol than in water. The addition of water
reduces the alcohol content, causing the oils to precipitate. The addition of water also helps reduce
the potency of the drink. It is often served with a carafe of
water so the customer can dilute it to their own taste. Although
Producers
normally consumed by itself, recent efforts have begun to
market Ouzo as a mixer.
Barbayanni – One of the most
highly regarded Lesvos producers.
Production:
Founded in 1860 they boast a
Ouzo is produced from alcohol that may come from grape skins
100% extraction rate for their
Ouzo. They currently produce
or other produce. Then it is flavored with herbs & other
four different labels.
ingredients. Each distiller has their own recipe which may
contain many different scented herbs, fruits, roots, flowers and
Mytilini – Another Lesvos
seeds. Some of the flavoring agents include: aniseseed, licorice,
producer, they specialize in small
mint, wintergreen, fennel, hazelnut, star anise, coriander,
lot production, a smooth, and easy
cloves, angelica root, cinnamon and lime blossom.
drinking Ouzo.
Many small-scale producers make Ouzo for local consumption,
there are more than 7,000 licensed stills in operation throughout
Ouzo 12 – One of the most
the country. Commercial producers use the traditional handpopular Ouzos in Greece. The
made copper stills.
name refers to a legendary cask of
Less expensive styles will simply macerate the flavoring agents
Ouzo of great quality.
in alcohol. The finest Ouzo, however, are always produced by
re-distilling the alcohol a second or third time with the
Boutari flavorings, and use only ‘heart’ or center part of the distillate for
the final product. The copper stills The final product is aged for
Metaxa Ouzo
several months prior to the addition of water (to bring the
alcohol content down to 40-46%) and bottling.
20% extraction required by law
Drimonisma: Separation of the seed from the stems.
Adoloto: Middle fraction of the last distillation
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CORDIALS
Cordials and Liqueurs are sweet distilled spirits characterized by distinctive flavoring from a wide
variety of sources including; seeds, nuts, flowers, spices and herbs. All the recipes are closely guarded
secrets and many of the older brands date from monasteries or religious orders. Most are produced
using the continuous still as spirits produced with this still are neutral. There are four methods of
flavoring a spirit:
Infusion – flavorings (fruits and/or herbs) are steeped in water prior to distillation.
Percolation – flavorings are placed inside the still to flavor the distillate as it passes through a
screen or net of the flavorings.
Distillation – the flavorings are placed in the still and are distilled in the same way as any other
alcoholic beverage.
Maceration – a distilled spirit steeps with the flavorings for a period of time, often months.
Amaretto – originally from Italy, this almond flavored liqueur gains its flavor from apricot stones.
Amarula Anisette – flavored with the anise seed, which tastes like black licorice.
Bailey’s – an Irish whiskey based cream liqueur.
Benedictine – a brandy based cordial, flavored with twenty-seven different herbs.
B&BBlue Curacao – a blue liqueur, whose flavor is obtained from the dried peel of the famous green
oranges of the island of Curacao.
Chambord – a low-alcohol, high-sugar, raspberry flavored cordial.
Chartreuse
Cointreau – a premium liqueur made from Curacao oranges.
Curacao Drambuie – a scotch based liqueur with heather and honey.
Frangelico – hazelnuts and various herbs flavor this popular liqueur.
Galliano – an aromatic Italian liqueur flavored with herbs and spices, primarily of which are anise and
vanilla.
Godiva Grand Marnier – orange-based premium liqueur made with cognac-soaked orange rinds.
Irish Mist – Irish whiskey flavored with honey and herbs.
Jaegermeister Kahlua – a coffee and vanilla flavored liqueur from Mexico.
Liqueur 43 Mandarin Napolean Midori – a Japanese honeydew melon-flavored cordial.
Sambucca – elderbush is used to give this liqueur it’s black licorice flavor.
Southern Comfort – American whiskey blended with peach liqueur.
Strega Tia Maria – rum based, coffee flavored liqueur with several spices added.
Triple Sec – Curacao oranges are the base for this liqueur, which is used in many drink recipes.
Cointreau is a “super call” triple sec.
Tuaca – a brandy-based spirit flavored with vanilla and citrus.
Vandermint -
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POPULAR COCKTAILS
B-52 - Kahlua, Baileys, Grand Marnier (Layered)
Bacardi Cocktail - Rum, Sour Mix & Grenadine
Baybreeze - Vodka, Cranberry & Pineapple
Black Russian - Vodka & Kahlua
Bloody Mary - Vodka & Bloody Mary Mix
Brandy Alexander - Brandy, Cream de Cacao (dark) & Cream
Cape Cod - Vodka & Cranberry
Champ Chamb - Champagne & Chambord
Champagne Cocktail - Champagne & Simple Syrup & Bitters
Cosmopolitan – Vodka, Triple Sec and a splash of Cranberry
Cuba Libra - Rum & Coke w/ Lime
Dacquiri - Rum & Sour Mix
Fuzzy Navel - Peach Schnapps & Orange Juice
Gibson - Martini w/ Onions
Gimlet - Gin & Lime Juice
Godfather – Scotch & Amaretto
Godmother – Vodka & Amaretto
Grasshopper – Green Crème de Menthe, White Crème de Cacao, ½ & ½
Greyhound - Vodka & Grapefruit
Kamakazie – Vodka, Triple Sec & Lime Juice
Kir - White wine & Creme de Cassis
Kir Royale - Champagne & Chambord
Long Island Tea - Rum, Vodka, Gin, Triple Sec, Sour Mix and Splash of Coke
Madras - Vodka, Orange Juice & Cranberry
Manhattan - Bourbon & Sweet Vermouth
Marguerita - Tequila, Triple Sec, & Sour Mix
Martini - Gin & splash Dry Vermouth
Melon Ball – Midori, Vodka, & Pineapple Juice
Mint Julep - Fresh Mint, Powdered Sugar, Crushed Ice, Bourbon & Mint Sprig
Negroni – Gin, Campari, Sweet Vermouth
Old Fashioned - Muddle Cherry & Orange, Bourbon, Bar Syrup, Splash Soda & ice
Pina Colada - Rum, Pina Colada Mix & Pineapple Juice
Rob Roy - Scotch & Sweet Vermouth
Rum Collins – Rum & Sour Mix
Rusty Nail - Scotch & Drambuie
Salty Dog - Salted Glass, Grapefruit & Vodka
Screaming Orgasm – Amaretto, Baileys & Vodka
Screwdriver - Vodka & Orange Juice
Seabreeze - Vodka, Cranberry & Grapefruit
Sex at the Beach - Vodka, Peach Schnapps, Chambord, Pineapple, Cranberry & Orange
Sidecar - Brandy, Triple Sec, Sour Mix & Powdered Sugar
Singapore Sling – Gin, Cherry Brandy, Grenadine, Pineapple Juice & Club Soda
Spritzer - White Wine, Soda & Twist of Lemon
Stinger - Brandy, White Cream de Menthe
Texas Margarita – a premium margarita made with Cuervo Gold and Grand Marnier.
Toasted Almond - Amaretto, Kahlua & Cream
Tom Collins - Gin & Sour Mix
Vodka Collins - Vodka & Sour Mix
Week at the Beach - Vodka, Peach Schnapps, Pineapple, Cranberry & Orange Juice
Whiskey Sour - Bourbon & Sour Mix
White Russian - Vodka, Kahlua & ½
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COCKTAIL SERVICE
TAKING THE ORDER
When taking the codktail order, it is important to use legible handwriting and use easily
understood abbreviations because the front waiter takes the order, while the back waiter rings it in
Squirrel. It is imperative to know the beers we offer, wines by the glass, house brands, and several
“call” brands for each spirit.
You should always try to “upsell” to a guest who orders simply a vodka/tonic or bourbon and
water. Since you never want to seem pushy with your sales techniques, the verbiage you use is very
important. A couple of questions that will work for you, but not seem too obtrusive are: “Do you
prefer a particular bourbon?” or “Would you like Absolut, Belvedere, or Stoli”? This accomplishes
several things. You raise your check average (making more money for your team and the restaurant),
you have offered your guest more choices, and ultimately the guest will end up with a higher quality
product.
In writing the actual order, here are a few ideas for abbreviations that can be easily understood:
SPIRIT
Sc-Scotch
V-Vodka
G-Gin
B-Bourbon
T-Tequila
R-Rum
Br-Brandy

MIXERS
C-Coke
Dc-Diet Coke
Sp-Sprite
Q-Tonic
S-Soda
G-Ginger Ale
Oj-Orange juice
Cj-Cranberry
Gj-Grapefruit

COCKTAILS
Mr-Martini
Mn-Manhattan
Of-Old Fashioned
Marg-Margarita
Gb-Gibson
BM-Bloody Mary
RR-Rob Roy
WSr-Whiskey Sour

GARNISH
T-Lemon Twist
Lt-Lime Twist
L-Lime
Le-Lemon
O-Olive
On-Onion
X-rocks
-straight up

By using these abbreviations it is easy to quickly take many cocktail orders in a small space. Most call
brands can be abbreviated by using the first 3 or 4 letters of their brand name (ABS-Absolut, STOLStolichnaya, DEW-D睥牡
ewars) or if the drink has two names the first letters of their names (GM-Grand Marnier, SC-Southern
Comfort, StCr-Stoli Cristal)
It is important also, to know when you need extra information from your guests. The following is a list
of the questions you will need to ask most often when taking the cocktail order:
Order
martini
margarita
manhattan
coffee drinks
vodka/tonic or soda

Question
Up or on the rocks?
Vodka or gin?
Olives or twist?
Up or on the rocks?
Salt or no salt
Up or on the rocks?
With whipped cream?
Lime or lemon?
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BEER: ALES & LAGERS
Ale Styles
Barley Wine – Rich, strong ale with a high alcohol
content
English Bitter – Amber to copper colored and highly
hopped, hence the term ‘bitter’.
ESB – Extra Special Bitter, name given to the very
bitterest
Pale Ales/India Pale Ale – deep amber colored and
highly hopped. The term India Pale Ale (IPA) was
derived from the extra heavily hopped beers sent
to India, the hops aided in preservation.
Scottish Ale – Deep amber color, rich malt flavors and
light hop character
Trappist Ales - Strong dark ales brewed at five
monasteries in Europe.
Lambic Ales – Wheat beers fermented with wild yeast,
often with fruit added. Lightly carbonated and very
dry.
Stout – Very dark color from roasted barley, coffee-like
roasted character
Imperial Stout – Beer originally made specifically for
export to Russia, tend to be more alcoholic.
Oatmeal Stout – dark in color and malty sweet, lower
alcohol than other stouts.
Porter – Named after the London railroad porters that
used to blend several types of ale together. Dark
brown in color with roasted malt flavors.
Wheat Ale/Hefeweizen – made from wheat and usually
unfiltered, light in color with citrus and spice
flavors.
Brown Ale – Malty sweet beer with low hop character,
but dark in color.
Cream Ale – Pale colored with subdued flavors
Golden Ale – straw colored beer with subdued
hoppiness and extra carbonation
Rye Ale – made with rye grains, hearty flavor, hop
character varies with the producer

Lager Styles

American Lager – the style of the majority of American
beers, light in color and flavor
Pilsner – The first lager made, from Pilsen, Czech
Republic, medium bodied and moderate hops.
Bock – full bodied, strong and high alcohol content with
obvious chocolate or malt flavors and high hop
character
Helles Bock- Lighter, sweeter and softer than Bock
Octoberfest/Marzen – brewed in March for the fall
festival, it typically has an amber to reddish color
and toasted malt flavors
Dunkel – Dark colored with malty aromas.
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BEERS AND ALES
Evidence indicates beer was produced more than 7,000 years ago by the earliest human cultures. It is
presumed that beer was discovered/invented by several cultures at the same time. China, Mesopotamia,
and Egypt all made beer more that 5,000 years ago.

The Egyptians taught the Greeks who in turn

introduced beer to the Romans who brought it to the British Isles. In areas where it was too cold for grapes
to be grown and made into wine, beer became an important food source as well as a preservation technique
for grain.

Originally a home activity by the 14th century pubs and monasteries became the primary

producers of beer.
A regulation passed in 1516, the Reinheitsgebot, called “The German Beer Purity Law” maintained that beer
can only be produced with three ingredients; water, malted barley and hops (the role of yeasts was not
discovered until the 1800s). Although no longer in effect it remains the standard for many beer purists. For
many years the local water source influenced the type of beer made with the vary amounts of minerals
affecting the taste and type of beer that could be produced. Hops adds important flavor components and
acts as a preservative as well.
In the United States, a few very large companies dominate the beer market, however, since the early 1980s
a new movement focusing on small production, ‘craft brews’ or ‘microbrews’ has emerged. These small
breweries, usually less than 15,000 barrel (1 beer barrel = 31 gallons) production focus on producing
handmade, small batch beers with lots of character and individuality. For the most part they remain in
regional distribution only.
The process of brewing has remained remakably similar to early methods, though now preformed with
modern equipment on very large scales and with strict hygenic controls.
First is the malting process which prepares the grain for fermentation. The grain is steeped in hot water
and allowed to germinate to release the starches. Barley is the most common grain because the husk
contains a large amount of amylase, the enzyme that converts the starch to fermentable sugar. The kilning
process dries the grain and the milling crushes it to assist in extracting the starches.

Mashing converts the starches to sugar, it is done in a large mash tun. The grain is mixed with hot water
and the mixture is heated and then strained (lautered). The resulting sugar rich liquid is called wort.
The wort is then boiled in a large kettle with hops and any other flavoring ingredients, during this process a
large range of chemical reactions take place and it is where the brewmaster influences the final beer flavors.
The wort is then cooled and put in a fermentation tank with yeast and allowed to ferment.

After

fermentation the new or 'green' beer is conditioned (lagering) or aged prior to the final processes of
carbonation and bottling.
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There are hundreds of beer styles with the primary division between ales and lagers. Ales are beers that
are top fermented at warmer temperatures while lagers are fermented at colder temperatures with yeasts
that fall to the bottom of the tank. Within each category brewmasters have tremendous leeway to craft a
unique style. Variables include the type of grain (barley, wheat, rye, oatmeal), adjuncts (corn, rice), the
roasting level of the grain, type and treatment of water, yeasts selection, type of hops and when to add
them as well as aging and conditioning decisions. There are no clear cut divisions or definitions of styles,
although certain conventions are observed. Common ales styles include; Brown, Cream, Pale, Scotch and
Belgian. Most lager beers are simple pale lagers, pale lightly flavored beers, although there are a number of
styles that can be made.
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RECOMMENDED WINE BOOKS
First Wine Books
Windows on the World Complete Wine Course
by Kevin Zraly
Sterling Publishing
ISBN 0-8069-8492-9

The Academy du Vin Guide to French Wine
by Steven Spurrier
House Publishers
ISBN 0-88162-260-5

The Wine Bible
by Karen McNeil
Workman Publishing
ISBN 1-56305-434-5

The Wines of Spain & Portugal
By Charles Metcalf & Kathryn McWhirter
Salamander Books
ISBN 0-86101 359 X

Sotheby’s World Wine Encyclopedia
by Tom Stevenson
Little, Brown & Company
ISBN 0-8212-1690-2

The World Guide to Whiskey
By Michael Jackson
Salem House Publishers
ISBN 0-88162-284-2

Oxford Companion to Wine
edited by Jancis Robinson
Oxford University Press
ISBN 0-19-866159-2

Vino Italiano
by Joseph Bastianich & David Lynch
Clarkson Potter Publishers
ISBN 0-609-60848-7

Reference Books
The World Atlas of Wine
by Hugh Johnson
Mitchell Beazley Publishers
ISBN 0-671-50893-8

Modern Encyclopedia of Wine
by Hugh Johnson
Northwest Wine
By Ted Jordan Meredith

California Wine
by James Laube
Wine Spectator Press
ISBN 1-881659-56-9
Making Sense of California Wine
by Matt Kramer
William Morrow & Company
ISBN 0-688-10436-3
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Books to Read When Enjoying a Glass of Wine
Vineyard Tales
By Gerald Asher
Chronicle Books
ISBN 0-8118-1267-7
The Fireside Book of Wine
By Alexis Bespaloff
Simon & Schuster
ISBN 0-671-22466-2
Adventures on the Wine Route
By Kermit Lynch
Collins Publishers
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